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Merchants To Offer Items Or Services At
Near Cost During Princeton Days; Free
Use Of Parking Meters Offered First Day

Princeton Days'-and every memher of the Retail Merchants Association has .been asked to otter
the public one special item at
"close to wholesale price," Mr.
Barnett said.
The 74-member Butler High
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Biggest Sale Event
In This City's History
Set For March 21 - 22
;Approximately 70 members of
the Retail Merchants Association
will cooperate this Friday and
Saturday, March 21-22, in one of
the biggest sales in the city's history.
"Never before, has such a large
number of merchants cooperated
in one big sales event," Hillery
Barnett, president of the Retail
Merchants Association, said.
The special days are called
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The Black Shank Threat

The tremendous job of electrifying rural America is now alsnost complete. And that job was pioneered and primarily as.,ociiplished by the heavily-taxed, privately-financed, publicly regulated
electric utilities—not by the government.
The facts speak for themselves. Today 96 per cent of rural
America has electric service available, and more than 90 per cent
of the U. S. farms are actually using the service. About three-quarters of all the power consumed by farmers is supplied by the private
utilities, and these companies serve one-half of the farm homes
direct. They also provide, at wholesale, half of the power distributed by cooperatives And, as an interesting sidelight, the rate they
charge for that power is less than the cost of poser produced by
co-bps which generate their own supply.
great many people are apparently convinced that rural electrification is an achievement which must be principally credited to
the REPS. This is simply not true. The BRA is, so to speak, a junior
partner in the great undertaking. And REA could never have succeeded to the extent it has without the thorough co-operation and
aid it has received from America's huge power industry.
General station power has caused a good-slzed revolution in
rural life in America. It has increased the farmer's productive'
power, and eliminated much drudgery. It has brought new convenience and comfort to his home. It Is the cheapest and most dependable of servants. And here, as in all other things, free enterprise
voluntarily took on the job and carried it through to the conclusion
rise Union-County .Adizocales)
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periment Station, reported in
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states:
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The name of the kink of Libya
molasses silage, when the' blue- quality bluegrass forage wilted
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Electric Project
For 4-H Members
A 4-H farm and home electric
project is being sponsored by the
University of Kentucky and the
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation.
The fact that about 78 per cent
of the rural homes. in Kentucky
now have electricity makes this
project of value all over the
state. It gives 4-H'ers an opportunity to:
1. Acquire a working knowledge
and skill in the most effective and
profitable use of electricity on
the farm and in the home.
2. Develop active interest in
electric equipment used on the
farm and in the home.
3. Use electric equipment to
I take the place of unavailable
' farm and home labor.
4. Demonstrate to others the
construction and use of farm and
home electric equipment.

County Agent's
Column
By R. A. Mabry

0
With the increased use and
cost of farm machinery it is irnportant that farmers and farm
boys know as much as possible
about their tractors and how to
take care of them.
The reason emphasis is being
placed on .tractor maintenance
through 4-H. clubs is that boys
make up a high per cent of our
tractor drivers during this period of scarce farm labor.
The 20 boys who attended the
first meeting of the 4-H tractor
school held last Saturday should
be able to handle a tractor more
safely as well as to be better
able to take care of their machine. Safety is stressed in the
school in an effort to prevent accidents which occur at the rate
of one every 19 seconds on farms.
SAVES 6E1 OF 68 LAMBS
If you have h a d experience
growing sheep y o u will know
that Everett Creasey has done an
saving 66 lambs out
1 By John S. Gardner, Kentucky excellent job
of 68 born to date. This is the
College of Agriculture and
first sheep Everett has grown in
Home Economics
10 years.
Good practices of sheep proTHE EARLY INSECTS
have been followed such
duction
be
soon
The first insects will
parasite control progood
a
as
lice
here. Among them will be
keeping the ewes in thrifty
gram,
and green worms on cabbage. condition by a good grain and
black fleabeetles a n d Colorado roughage feeding program, probeetles on white potatoes, and a viding plenty of barn space free
few general feede:s that come to of drafts and careful attention at
stay until their favorite weeds lambing time.
are ready.
GILT IMPROVES SWINE
Cabbage lice will be first. A
The purebred Duroc gilt Henry
fine thing to have done would Traylor, 4-H member from Duhave been to dip the plant tops laney, received through the 4-I4
in Black Leaf 40 solution or in pig chain two years ago has done
home-made tobacco tea. Other- her share in improving swine in
wise, the same materials must be the county. She has produced 33
sprayed on in the garden, inv...1v- pigs in three litters, several of
ing much more work.
which have been sold to farmers
Next will come fleabeetles and of the county for breeding purpotato
the
of
the various stages
poses. Two of the pigs were given
bug, just as the pertatos are all to two other 4-H members as
them,
up — the best time to stop
payment for the pig Henry reby the wary. Either DDT or the ceived. Five other 4-H members
safer Methoxychlor may be used received gilts at the same time
—best in a liquid spray. The first Traylor got his gilt .
spraying is followed by arrother
About 50 more purebred Durocs
in 10 days, and in 10 days gain, are on farms in the county now
these three sprayings accounting as a result of this program, sponfor a yield increase of 50 per sored by the Farm Bureau and
cent or better. Wettable 50 per Dr. C. F. Engeltiardt through the
cent DDT (not in oil) or 50 per 4-H Clubs.
cent Methoxychlor may be used, TAKING SOIL SAMPLES
2 level tablespoons per gallon of
The County P. M. A. is again
water. Or 5 per cent ready-mixed in position to take applications
DDT dust may be used, or 5 per for soil testing of the cropland
cent Methoxychlor dust. For in- on the farm. Cecil Shelton, Briarsect control, spraying is more field, was given special training
economical than dusting, and for last week on soil sampling and
controlling tomato • blight later, will take samples from farms
spraying is the only really de- signed up in the P. M. A. soil testpendable method.
ing program.
For green worms on cabbage,
or
white
the
until
bobbing about a few days, laying
one may wait
yellow "butterflies" have been eggs. Methoxychlor dust or spray,
as above, may be used, or the
old standby, 3/4 per cent or 1 per
cent Rotenone dust. To the Methoxychlor spray, add 3 to 4 tablespoons of flour per gallon, for
marking where the sprayer has
make the spray stick.
Creomulsion relieves promptly because been and to
For cabbage worms on greens,
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden Methoxychlor dust or spray may
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and be used. or Rotenone dust. Many
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial of the earliest vegetables are atmembranes. Guaranteed to please you
that
or money refunded. Creomulsion has tacked by chewing insects
the gardener may never see, only
stood the test of millions of users.
their damage, but they are easily
stopped the same way green
cabbage worms are.
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MKS MYER
CVIIVIDOO'S

Added Enjoyment!
CARTOON COMEDY — "THE LITTLEST EXPERT"
PETE SMITH SPECIALTY — "CURIOUS CONTEST"

ALSO! NO.

"M STE

WED. — THUR. — FRI.
March 26-27-28

THE GREATNESS...THE GLORY...THE FURY..
OF THE UNTAME ORTHWEST FRONTIER!

Sited

Designed and Priced For Many
Home Makers With Good Ideas!

AUDREY TO — ,P

ND FEATURE! RAW, RUGG

JAMES STEWART
ARTHUR KENNEDY
JULIA ADAMS
ROCK HUDSON

he "Young-Modern" Group
Sofa and
$169.95
lounge Chair

DON TAYLOP

SiX GUNS
KIR IN
CAUL!'
HIJACI‘

How To Relieve

Bronchitis

(harks LAUGHTON • Joan B1ONDELL
Richard CARLSON • Agnes MOOREHEAD

oft

ia• thrilling flees(

w

,

AN./ ....*41•Mo
,
4.1r

r•

moo* 26, 19

,March 20, 19
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Weieneivi Parte

111
It's National
Citrus Week
At A & P

Fredonia News

Mrs. John F.'Rice spent SaturMr. and Mrs. Leslie Bright, Mr.
Hopkinsville as gusset of
and Mrs. William Coleman and day In
Mrs. Dolph Williamson, spent Mrs. Joe Smith.
Mrs. Russell Melton and chilThursday In Paducah as guests of
returned to the home
Miss Maggie Mae Coleman. They dren have
a
Harmon,
celebrated Miss Coleman's of her mother, Mrs. Ed
also
an employee of
after visiting 'with Mr. Melton for
••
marriage by her step-father, Mr. Mrs. Drown is
birthday.
Hosiery Mills said
several weeks.
Grimes - Brown
Delbert Tosh, wore a gray suit the Princeton
Brown is stationed at Fort spring flowers. A salad plate
Sue and David Smith, both of
Miss Dorothy Grimes, daughter with navy and white accessories. Sgt.
Mrs.
hostesses,
the
by
was served
Campbell.
Salem, spent the Weekend with
of Mrs. Delbert Tosh, became the Her corsage was of red roses.
Morgan.
Mrs.
Mrs.
were
Out-of-town guests
J. H. Calloway and
their aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Miss Ruth Stewart, the maid
bride of Sergeant Gordon Brown,
Weiss, of Detroit, Michigan,
Those presela were Mesdames Mrs. George Milroy.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown, of honor, was also attired in a Clara
•
Coleman,
and Mrs. Ralph Brown, Allison Akin, Robert
of Ubly, Michigan, at a ceremony gray suit with navy accessories. and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Baker and
• ,
Brown, and Clifford Tom Cash, C. C. Bishop, Herndon
Janet
Miss
carnaafternoon,
pink
of
was
Saturday
spent
corsage
Buddy,
Her
solemnized
children, Joyce and
and Earl Brown, all of Ubly, Greer, J. H. Calloway, C. F. EnMarch 15, at 2:30 o'clock, at the tions.
with her mother, Mrs.
Owen In- Sunday
Hodges,
A.
B.
gelhardt,
Michigan.
Methodist
Memorial
MichiOgden
Guess, who was celebratEthel
Clifford Brown, of Ubly,
gram, Richard Morgan, John McChurch.
ing hair birthday.
gan, served his brother, the
Lln, Ed McLi n, L. L. Patmor,
The double ring ceremony was bridegroom as best man. The ush- Mrs. E. Hale Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene WigginL.
K.
Young,
John
Rice,
William
COLLEGE INN
performed by the Rev. J. F. Calton, of Indianapolis, spent t h e
brother With Birthday Dinner
CherHugh
Grimes,
Carter,
Tom
Wesley
Martin,
were
ers
lender before an altar of while
weekend with his parents, Mr.
CHICKEN
WHOLE
Nichols.
Harrisburg,
Berdie
of
Miss
Hale,
Brown,
A.
and
E.
Sr.,
Mrs.
ry,
Earl
of thc bride, and
gladiolas and palms.
Wigginton in CriWith 25e Coupon Available
Guests were Miss Mary Wilson and Mrs. S. G.
bridegroom.
Illinois, was .nonored with a surA program of wedding music brother of the
der.
COOKED
176 Size - doz. 29c
At Store
A reception and dinner w a s prise birthday dinner Sunday, Eldred and Mrs. Mary F. Mason.
was presented by the organist,
Mrs. Ida Henry and Mrs. Bill
for the immed- March 9. The celebration was
evening
$1.49
that
held
J.
can
Rev.
lb.
The
3%
Crider.
Cooper
Mrs.
Henry and son, all of Marion,
Marsh Seediesa
close friends.
held at the home of her nephew, Book Lovers Program
F. Callender sang, "0 Perfect iate families and
. •
were visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
the cou- James Scott, at Harrisburg.
trip,
wedding
a
After
Lord's
"
e
h
T
and
l'''11C.6-V
e",
Lo v
Ivan H. Bennett Friday.
Grapefruit
427 East
at
the
of
home
Dobbins
taken
were
at
be
Mrs.
will
Pictures
By
ple
Given
INN
Prayer."
COLLEGE
Moore
E.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul
group and of the birthday cake
The bride, who was given in Market.
The program, "The Reign of
and daughter, Bonita, all of
8 lb. bag 49C
which was baked by Mrs. G. 0.
Tomato Juice Cocktail
Realism", was given by Mrs. Em- Princeton, were the Sunday dinSmith.
the
of
meeting
a
at
ner guests of his parents. Mr. and
Those attending from Princeton ery Dobbins
Florida Duncan
29c
46-oz. can
were Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Scar- Book Lovers Club held Wednes- Mrs. Coy Moore.
Mrs. Wilford Baker and Mrs.
berry, Mr. arid Mrs. Roy Towery, day, March 12, at the home of
Grapefruit
Mrs. G. 0. Smith, Mrs. Bowie Mrs. J. D. Stephens, on Washing- Louis Baker were in Paducah
46 - 54 Size
Saturday.
Satterfield, Mr. and Mrs. Jasnes
ton street.
COLLEGE INN
Wyatt and children, Jimmy, Loubeen
has
Hearod
Ernest
Mrs.
The home was decorated
ellen and Bowie, Mr. and Mrs.
ill at her home with pneumonia.
Chicken A La King
Gray Satterfield and Susan Ben- throughout with arrangements of
Mr. Ernest Davis is a patient
nett, Mr. and Mrs. William Jones spring flowers. A plate lunch in the Campbell hospital in
1 2 oz. can
48c
and Miss Lucretia Jones and Bil- with the St. Patrick's Day motif Memphis, Tenn.
10/
JUMBO FLORIDA
ly Jones.
served.
was
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cart
18 SIZE
Mesdames
were
Those present
wright, of Evansville, spent the
ARMOURS
K. L. Barnes, J. H. Calloway, Em- weekend with her parents, Mr.
"For Heaven Sakes"
ery Dobbins, Charles Gaddie, G. and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton.
CLOVERBLOOM
MAINE WHITE
Reviewed By Mrs. Craig
G. Harrelson, C. H. Jaggers, J. B.
Mr. a n d Mrs. Luther Sigler
OLEOMARGARINE
Mrs. Frank Craig reviewed the Lester, John Mahan, K. L. Mar- and Mrs. John Coleman, PrinceFresh Frozen Concentrate
32c
book, "For Heaven Sakes", at a tin, Willard Moore, George Pet- ton, were Sunday dinner guests
1 -lb. carton
meeting of the Wood Circle, of tit, Ralph Randolsph, John E. of Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
the Central Presbyterian Church, Young, the hostess and Miss An- Mrs. Coleman remained for a
BREAST 0 CHICKEN
held Thursday, March 13, at the geline Henry. Visitors were Mrs. visit this week.
home of Mrs. Richard Morgan, Rumsey Taylor, Sr., Mrs. Bernice
V. E. Coleman and Ed Phelps
TUNA FISH
SMOKED SKINNED
Davis, Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, were in Louisville last week.
Plum street.
FLAKES and CHUNKS
Mrs.
and
Thompson
McKee
Mrs.
The home was decorated
W. M. Young left for Lexing1 2 oz. can
/
34c
throughout with arrangements of Claude Akin.
ton Sunday where he will spend 6
LIGHT MEAT, SOLID PACK
a dew days with his daughter,
Shank Portion
38c
Mrs. Alvin Trigg, Mr. Trigg and 7 oz. can
lb. 49c
son. Mrs. W. M. Young will revacebi or Hill
turn home with him after spendRED CROSS
ing two weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
lb.
lgg.
Macaroni or Spaghetti
adrs. Orville Tabor left Sunday
REGULAR or ELBOW
Mr. James Brooks is now employed at Denham's
for Detroit where she will undergo medical treatment for a 7-oz. pkg.
10c
Jewelry Store as a watchmaker. He is a compefew days.
tent young man, having had 15 years experience,
L. W. King, who is employed in
CRISCO
Indianapolis, Ind., spent the
repairwatch
all
of
care
take
to
SHORTENING
and is qualified
weekend with his family here.
Commencing Our Thirtieth Year of Service In
LN
Henry Conway, of the U. S. Air
ITO NC
DHZfit BEKI
ing.
32c
1 -lb. can
Corps, arrived home Sunday to
The Same Location
89c
visit his mother, Mrs. W. B. Con- 3-113. can
One Block North of Butler High School
way, and family.
r Mrs. Byrd M. Guess spent SunJane Paricer Dinner
SWIFTS
day as guest of her daughter,
PREM
cgs) Mrs. Mary Louise Hoke and
RoNs, 2 doz. pkg. 25c
Sta--nes, Vernon C.
daughter, Jackie, in HopkinsMEAT
LUNCHEON
ville.
Princeton, County Property
$ 4.88
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brock48c
Lovell, Jewell
12-oz. can
2.35 meyer, Jr., were in Louisville
39
Marlow, Owen
Cherry Pie, delicious Jane Parker, ea.
6.25 Tuesday and Wednesday of last
Thomas, Jerome
week on business.
Layer Cake, chocolate,fudge gold
SWIFTNING
Donaldson No. 2 •
5
6.84
$
61/2 in. cake
SHORTENING
I, Glover J. Lewis, Sheriff of Caldwell County, Kentucky, will, Morse, Dimple C.
Mrs. Gordon Honored
en Monday, March 24, 1952, same being the fourth Monday, at the Bucksnort
$26.56 With Sorority Shower
1-1b. can
30c Bread, Jane Parker White (cello wrap)
Court House door in Princeton, Kentucky, between the hours of Auseabaugh, A. E.
8.95
17
10:00 a. m. and 4:00 p. m., sell real estate and property of the fol- McIntosh, Felix V.
Mrs. Joe Barnes and Mrs. Tom
20-oz loaf
79c
can
lb.
3
lowing list for taxes for the year 1951. Those paying on or before Fredonia City
Whitsett were co-hostesses to the
the above-mentioned date will be•removed from this list.
6.20 Alpha Tau Chapter, Beta Sigma
CLEANING Tlal ES
Holloman, Lacy
NEW LOW PRICE
Glover J. Leayis,
STAR KIST
i Sorority, Tuesday, March 18,
Fredonia County
Sheriff of Cwell County.
the home of Mrs. Barnes on
$ 4.28
Holt, Loyd
TUNA FISH
Locust street.
Princeton, City Real Estate Owners
Princeton City (Col.)
260 Count.! ciao. 35c
CHUNK STYLE
At t he meeting, Mrs. Robert
$11.16 Groom, Wm.
7.70
Boyd, Dorothy, 1 lot
showa
with
honored
was
Gordon
1/2
29.24
34c
No. tin
Flynn, H. A., 1 lot
er of pink and blue gifts present1.76 Princeton, City, Polls
Hopper, Phyllis, 1 lot
$ 3.50 ed in a baby carriage.
Dorrell
Bodenhammer,
11.75
Johnson, J. L., 1 lot
3.50
BALLARDS
Refreshments were served by
1.13 C.•ayne, Carlton
Kevil & Dollar, 19 acres ....s.
3.50 the hostesses to Mesdames John
FRUIT -- BLENDED
ORANGE - GRAPE
15.25 Granstaff, Jack
2 acres
/
FLOUR
McGregor, Louard, 21
3.50 Aikins, D. D. Piercy, Glenn
28.00 Howton, John
•
2 acres
/
OBELISK PLAIN
McNeeley, Floyd, 11
3.50 Bright, Robert Gordo n, J. D.
45,83 Ramey, 011ie B.
Martin, Melvin, Est. 1 lot
5 lb. pkg.
52c
3.50 Hodge, Jr., W. T. Lynn, Shelby
Thompson, J. Howard
SELF-RISING
Princeton, County
Peal, Billy Robinson, Harold
Princeton, County Polls
2.35
Marlow, Owen, 1 lot
55c
3.50 Rowland, Roy Rowland, Jr., C. W. 5 lb. bag
Blake, Torn
22.50
Shebel, Mr. and Mrs L. M.,
3.50 Scott and Virgil Woodall.
Haile, J. B.
13.63
acres
10
Sigler, Arbie G.,
350
Lamb, Ray
SUPER SUDS
2.93
Paas Egg Dye, kit
Sohio, Petro. Corp., 1315 acres
25.c
3.50 Mrs. Engelhardt Has
McCoy, James
SOAP POWDER
21.15
Stevens, Joe, 6 acres
3.50
Pennant
McCoy, Leslie
Syrup,
Blue
Label
3.50 Dinner Bridge Friday
AMERICAN
Martin, Elmer
Donaldson No. 7
11
2 lb. bot.
/
20c
Lg. pkg.
28c
Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt wan
3.50
11.02 Merrick, W L.
East, Will and Heirs, 165 acres
club
bridge
her
to
dinner
hostess
CHEESF
Herb-Ox
Buillon
Giant pkg.
Cubes
3.50
69c
18.60 Smith, R. L.
&skew, Wm. G., 100 acres
home of
3.50 Friday, March 14, at the
pkg. of 12
8.10 Thomas Carl
18c
Harvery, W. B., Est., 86 acres
on Washington
Akin,
0.
C.
Mrs.
3.50
Thomas, Kirby
CHED-O-B
street.
Chili
Powder,
Walkers
Mexene
3.50
Tyler, Virgil
FAB
Buclumort
The table was covered with a
Allen, George, 48 acres
1 % oz.
$ 9.43 Donaldson No. 2
14c
lace cloth and centered with an
DETERGENT
Burton, Viola, 22 acres
12.38 Carraway. Drummond
2 lb. loaf
Octagon
150 arrangement of yellow daffodils.
Laundry
Soap
1g. pkg.
Cummins, Hardin, 47 acres
40.47
29c
Mrs.
to
awarded
Prizes
were
3 lg. bars
23c
Dillingham, Ruth, 1 lot
10.13 Bucksnort
Giant pkg.
73c
310 Grace Haydon and Miss Myrtle
Ford, Wilford, 1 lot
12.50 Dillinghanr Walter
Nichols.
3,50
Galloway, Tina, 200 acres
74.78 Fox, Lordl
3.50
Those present were Mesdames
Haile, B. C., 80 acres
15.75 Galloway, Thos. J.
BUTTER KERNEL
AJAX
BUTTER KERNEL
3.50 Paul Cunningham. Grace Haydon,
Menser,
R.
N.
lot
1
C.,
Mary
Harting,
12.38
Mae
Moss,
B.
A.
G.
W.
Larkins,
3.50
CORN
Hopper, Mary E., 120 acres
11.25 Rucker, L. F.
PEAS
CLEANSER
Blades, Robert Jacob, C. A. PenJewell, J. C., 100 acres
5.63 Harmony
CREAM
EARLY - 3 SIEVE
STYLE
GOLDEN
hostess,
ner, Arney Rawls, the
Lovely, Minnie, 44 acres
6.75 Ladd, Howard
14-oz. can
$ 3.50 and Misses Myrtle and Bertie
13c
Young, Eugene, 1 lot, 159 acres
42.70 Fredonia City Polls
No. 303 cun . .
19c No. 303 can
Nichols. Visitors were Mrs. Rube
Beaver, Frank
3.50 McKnight and Mrs. Joe Sheehan.
Fredonia City
Jones, Carter
3.50
Adams, E. J., 1 lot
$45.13 Jones, Wade
HORMELS
LUX SOAP
3.50
D1NTY MOORE
Fredonia County
Quertermous, J. B.
3.50
CHILI
CON
CARNE
SIZE
REGULAR
lot
Beavers, Bob, 1
$ 6.19
WITH BRANS
Fredonia County Polls
BEEF STEW
Rowland, Aubrey, 62 acres
19.25
Fralick, Oscar
3.50
3 bars
25c
16-oz. can ......38c 24-oz. can
Kennedy, Mutt
3.50
Princeton, City (Col.)
3.50
Asher, Martha, Est., 1 lot
3.88 Riley, Jess
Luncheon menus for pupas at
Blakley, Wm., 1 lot
7.05 Princeton, City Polls (Vol.)
East Side Grade School during
WOODBURYS
Rumness. Tilden, 1 lot
5.29 Alexander, Arch
3.50
LIBBYS
the week of March 24 will be as
/ BAB-0
Dooley, Bertha, 1 lot
18.80 Brown, C. W.
FACIAL
SOAP
3.50
.
Imes
col
f
Head, Clarence, 6 lots
8.79 Cluke, Manor
(BANDED OFFER)
3.50
POTTED MEAT
Monday
CLEANER
Hogan, Charlie, 1 lot
4.11 Crow, James
3.50
4 bath size
Weiner s, blackeyed peas,
39c
McNary, Mark, 1 lot, 18 acres
5.88 Dunning, Jack
3.50
4th Cake le With 3 Cakes At 3%
creamed potatoes, bread, butter,
Osborn, Homer, 1 lot
oz. tin
9.38 Eison, Q. B
350
10c 2 14-oz. co
Regular Price
milk and cookies.
Satterfield, Jennie, Est., I lot
5.88 George, Mose
3.50
Tuesday
Simms, Silas, 1 lot
59 Givens, Aaron
,3.50
Boiled ham, green beans, corn,
WR1SLEY
Wharton, C. W, 1 lot
9.40 Harmon, Ellis
TREND.
LACHOY
3.50
sliced tomatoes, hot rolls, butter,
Wood, Sallie, Est., 1 lot
4.70 Harris, Arch
BAG SOAP
3.50
CHOP
SUEY
pie.
apple
milk.
Wood, Vivian, 1 rot
9.40 Hickman, Ed
DETERGENT
8 ASSTD.
3.50
IN
MEATLESS
Wednesday
Leach, John
PLIOFILlit RAG
3.50 .Nsvs, beans, carrot curl, rolls,
Princeton, County (Vol.)
Maxie, Ed
Reg pkg.
3.50 butter, jelly and milk.
55c
No. 2 can
34c
Crow, Robert, 1 lot
59 O'Hara. John
3.50
Thursday
Turner, Ora Belle, 10 acres
9.00 Persley, Willie
3.50
Chicken, dressing, cranberry
Willoughby, Walter, Jr., 18 acres
3.38 Powell, Ben
BLU WHITE
SUNBRITE
LINIT
3.50 sauce, English peas, tomatoes,
Simms, John W
3.50
Princeton, City, Personal Property
and cookies.
milk
butter,
bread,
6,30 Simms, Sylvester
CLEANSER
3.50
Campbell, James
FLAKES
LAUNDRY STA
Friday
Neel, J. E.
23.20 Princeton County Polls (Col.)
Chicken salad, baked beans,
2 13-oz. cans . . 17c 2% oz. pkg.
Ray, Gene Dale
35.84 Calvert, Luther
9c 12-oz.
3.60 c•ebbage slow, bread, butter, milk,
Roberta, Clyde
9.10 Garrett, Hethert
3.50 cocoanut bar and ice cream.

ridaY

Juicy Gold-Ripe Florida

ORANGES

&1490

We Invite You To Visit Our
Greenhouses and Shop Any
Time You Care To-

1a

Bath
Towel

25(
An Colors

3 for 25c

CELERY
POTATOES'. s ". 1

To Buy,

1

To Look Or

2 for
10 lb. bag 5

HA

4•14104incuff

Rayon
Pantie

37C

S

Values to 59c

65c

It

ALTON H. TEMPLETON

LADIES

Orange Juice, 26-oz. cans 29t

Just Drop In and Chat

You're Welcome Friend - Come In

LARGE SIZE

SMOKED JOWLS, - - - lb. I
lb. 5
GROUND BEEF
lb. 8
STEAKS

Florist

46 INCH
FANCY

DENHAM'S JEWELRY

Okla

25

Sheriff's Sale
For Delinquent Taxes

1

Yd.
Real 59c Valu

40 INCH

Kleenex, 2 ctns of 300--4

Curtai
Scrim

del Monte Citrus Juices

15

No.2can -10c 46-oz. can -2
GRAPE JAM %V' 2 lb. jar 3

School Menus For
East Side Pupils

isAas

'

et,

pkg.

4

Yd.
All Colors

40 INCH PR

Bern be
Sheer
•

66

Yd.
Values to $1.

Valves To 7

CHAtt1BRA
PRINTS
BROADCL

36
Yd.
Wonderful Vo

,M
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riday &Saturday 2 Great Bargain Days at GOLDNAMERS Mighty'
•
•
•
I
S
SKIRT
LARGE SIZE
MEN'S GREY
S
SKIRT
Bath
WORK
Special Values Easter
•
S
SKIRT
PANTS
Towels
•
•

Clat111

PRINCETON DAYS
Goldnamer's are particularly interested in making Princeton's first PRINCETON DAYS EVENT a
big success. No effort has been spared. Months of planning have gone into these 2 days sales.
Special Values have been purchased, new merchandise has been reduced. It is a real chance
now to buy GOLDNAMER QUALITY and GOLD NAMER STYLES at very special prices.

SUITS
31408

25(

• Navies
• Violets
•Checks
• Pastels

All Colors

2 Days Only

Better hurry now. See and

buy these brand new spring
and summer cotton dresses.

•Straight Skirts
•Swing Skirts
•Gore Skirts

LADIES

Rayon
Panties

For that wonderfully smart
and well-groomed outlook
you'll want to choose from
our selection of impeccably
tailored variety of the seas on's newest silhouettes
Come in early.

37(

$6.95 Value

Every one reduced for these .

MEN'S
ELASTI-GLASS
RAIN COATS

2 days.

These snits include famous
LIFE SAVER" and other
nationally famous lined or
unlined suits.

•60 Gauge
• 15 Denier

Values to 59c

$3.50 Value

Values
To
$8.98

$2.98
TO

• Everfast Glazes

NYLONS

• Broadcloths
Come in. Shop our thrilling
Ready to Wear Dept. for

lection.

Newly Arrived
MEN'S

New
Spring

SPRING
CORDUROY
COATS

Shades

Nes sleeves, new materials,
new

40 INCH

colors --

everything

combines to make this a
thrilling Blouse Easter.

Curtain
Scrims

Long sleeves, short sleeves
and darling little sleeveless
si yles

40 INCH PRINT
$5.98 NYLON SLIPS
All Sizes And Colors
are slightly soiled.

A won-

NEW RAYON SLIPS
Real $1.98 Values
Clearance odds and ends of
beautiful crepe slips. Lovely lace trimmed.

NYLON
PANTIES
Plain or novelty lace trimmed styles
that are worth
$EM.

NEW
EASTER
TOPPERS

Men's $4.95

All New Spring Colors
Come now. Men, these are real
"fur felt" not wool hats. Values
you'd expect to pay Mile to $6.00
for.

Now Is The Time
To Buy Your
EASTER

To look your best
buy your spring
suit from PrinceCome in early. Select you
ton's best store,
Easter topper in the seaLoldnarner's, where
son's leading styles and mayou'll find all the
terials. The prices start at
America's
newest styles and mate rials from
just
lowfinest makers—at price s that are the very
est for fine clothing

Hundreds to choose from
All the newest styles. Prices
$10.95 to $59.05.

66(

Yd.
Wonderful Value

FUR FELT
HATS
$3.98

$10.98 up $39.95 to $64.95

All sixes and colors. Some

derful chance to save.

36(

5
$99

BUY FOR EASTER
Genuine

2 Days Only

Yd.
All Colors

CHAMBRAYS
PRINTS
BROADCLOTH

Just think. 60 gauge
nylons which means
longer wear and more
beauty.

$12.95 Value

15(

Values To 79c

PIQUES
Dark Colors

All

Look to the
sleeves , . . the
details . . . the
fabrics for a fresh
fashion outlook.
Come make your
Choice today.

Yd.
Real 59c Value

Yd
Values to $1.29

WAFFLE

Princeton's largest skirt se-

Oilcloth

emberg
Sheers

2 Days Only

• Chambrays

46 INCH
FANCY

25'

$398

from

$6.95
To
$15.95

40 INCH
Plaids - Pastels

Taffeta

Hundreds of pairs of new
spring slacks now on display. Shop now. See the
beautiful nagger slacks
Newest styles, thrilling colors, beautiful materials.

BEAUTIFUL SLIPS

NOVELTY RAYON GOWNS
Values To

$1.44

• Griffon
•Curlee
Field Suits
Roger
and •

Featuring Haggar

Yd.
2 Days Only

Values To $2.98

OR

All sizes, all colors. Real
multi filament crepes with
loads and loads of luscious
lace trims.

Clearance odds and ends.
Some slight/y soiled gowns.
Beautiful styles. W bile
they last.

GOLDNAMERS
00410104.,

CHILD'S

RAYON
PANTIES

Easter
Dresses

$198

St

2o9 2
Thursday, March 20,
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Women Take Star Roll
In National Politics

At The Churches
rutsr

CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. tn.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PriESBYTEFUAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:55 a. m., Morning Service
' 8:00 p. Ifl. Youth Meeting
700 p. m. Worship Service
WEDNESDAY
709 p.m. Mid-Week Service
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock

EASY TO REMEMBER IMMIDATS: "Mrs. Marie McGee, 2$,
date of
(left) won't have any difficulty remembering the birth
her week-old daughter, Kathleen; her son, Patrick, 2, and her
huSband, Charles, 25, shown here in Philadelphia as mother and
daughter were discharged from hospital last week. Both children
all
and the father were born on the same date—March 5—and
6
three saw the light of day within the same hour-5 a. m. to
coincia. rn.--on their respective -birth dates. Doctors said the
dence was 'more than just a bit unusual." The mother? She
was -born in July. (AP Wirephoto)

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a in. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union
7:90 p. m Evening Worship
January 15, 1918. Sheltie Dunn, and other points in the upper
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
part of the state.
7:30 p.
the little son of W. R. Dunn, the
. • • •
city,
this
barber
of
known
well
25, 1918. Lock HumJanuary
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
sustained injuries while skating phries, of Hopkinsville, Sheriff
PRINCETON
he is in a Charles Humphries and Deputy
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU- last week, from which
Sheriff James Humphries, of CaLATE CONCEPTION, EARL- serious condition.
• • •
diz, spent Sunday with Mrs. J. C.
INGTON
Humphries.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
• • •
January 22, 1918. Frank
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Wood left last Friday for a two
January 25, 1918. Miss Lizzie
Sundays,
fourth
Second and
weeks' stay at Hot Springs, Ar- Kinsolving who is teaching in
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
the Glasgow High School is at
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. kansas.
home. The school there having
• • •
been closed down on account of
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSJanuary 22, 1918. Mrs. C. W. no fuel.
PITAL CHAPEL
• • •
Martin is on the sick list.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
• • •
January 29, 1918. Miss Lillie
Mass at 10.30 o'clock.
January 25, 1918, Marion F. Belle Mitchell, of Dulaney, is a
Second and fourth Sundays, Pogue is at home from Frankfort guest of Miss Caroline Cash.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
February 1, 1918. There will be
• • •
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. William Borntraeger is Rev, John L Washburn, Pastor half a million men in France early in 1918. There -will be a million
pastor and the Rev. Richard SUNDAY
ready to go to France in 1918.
Clements is assistant pastor.
Sunday School 1000 a. m.
The American people will soon
Morning Worship, 11:00 a. m.
FAIRVIEW bAPTIST
demonstrate upon the battlefields
Training Union, 9:00 p.
pastor)
Jr.,
(Roy Francis,
of Europe, side by side with vetEvening Services, 7:00 p.
Sunday School every Sunday THURSDAY
erans, our determination. to win
afternoon at 2:30.
Prayer Meeting each Thursday the war.
• • •
Preaching every second and
night, 7:00 p. m.
fourth Sunday afternoons at
February 1, 1918. We are payMT. HEBRON BAPTIST
2:30.
ing the following prices on proRev. Raymond Rich, pastor
Prayer meeting every Saturduce this week—Hens 18c; TurSunday School, 10:00 a. m.
da) at 7:30 p. m.
keys 20c; Ducks 17c; Geese 15c:
Norman Lee Milton, Supt.
Stags 11c; and packing butter 25c;
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Services every second and Davidson, Seay, Adams Co.
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
fourth Saturday at 7:30 p. m. and
• • •
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 every second and fourth Sunday
February 5, 1918. COCA COLA.
a. m.
at 11:00 a. m.
To Be Put In Class With Liquor
Sunday School- 9:45 a. m.
Prayer service every Tuesday If Bill Becomes A Law. The secMorning Worship 11 a. in.
at 7:00 p. m.
ond section of the bill carries a
Training Union-6 p. m.
provision to prohibit the sale of
QUINN
BAPTIST
Evening Worship-7 p. in.
Coca-Cola in any place in the
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Rev. Harold Christian, Pastor
Commonwealth except in such
Sunday School every Sunday
7 p. m.
places which have a license and
at 10:30 a. m.
are authorized to sell spiritous,
PENTICOSTAL HOLINESS
Preaching every first and third
vineous and malt liquors.
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor Sunday at 11 a. m.
• " Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
February 22, 1918. RED CROSS
Morning Worship 11:00 cm. MIDWAY BAPTIST
NEWS. The Caldwell County
Rev. J. R. Puckett, pastor
Young People's Service 6:00
Chapter shipped by express last
10 a. m. Sunday School
p.m.
Wednesday two large boxes to
11 a. m. Morning Worship
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
the Cincinnati warehouse, con6 p. m. Training Union
prayer
Wednesday evening
taining hospital shirts, sweaters,
7 p. m. Evening Worship
service 7:00 p.m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, helmets, sox, wristlets and mufflers.
7 p. m.
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
• • •
Rev. -Wade Cunningham, Pastor
March 26, 1918. Mrs. Lonnie
Services every Sunday, 11:00 FREDONIA BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Cartwright and children spent
a. in. and 7:00 p. m.
Services every Sundae. 11:00 yesterday at White Sulphur.
Sunday School every Sunday at
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
• • •
10:00 a. in.
a m. and 7:30 p. m.
March 26, 1918. Miss Suzana
Pr ayer serVice, Wednesday
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Pickering of Hopson spent Friday
7:00 p. in.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. night in the city with
Miss NanServices each Saturday before
nie Catlett and went to Hopkinssecond Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
FREDONI 1 CUMBERLAND
yille Saturday morning.
PRESBYTERIAN
• • •
,711./MBERLAND
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
PRESBYTERIAN
April
12,
1918.
Mr. Charles A.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Pepper and Miss Florence Patten
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. in.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Preaching each first and third were united in the holy bonds of
wedlock at the residence of
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. Hughes McKnight on Seventh and
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Broadway, Paducah, Wednesday,
at 7 o'clock.
Prayer meeting every Wednes- FREDONIA FIRST
day a: 7:45 p. m., followed by PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 10.00 a. m.
choir rehearsal.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
CHURCH OF CHRIST
IRev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
262 West Locust Street
Services every second Satuiday
Lige Cook, Minister
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
at 11 a. m.
—TIE
WAY
Preaching and communion each
Sunday School at 10 am, and
Sunday,
11:00
a.
m.
Time
to
start
some
chicks
services on fourth Sunday at 11
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
a. in. and 7:30 p.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
early birds
make
DONALDSON BAPTIST
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
more profit, 'specially when
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. in.
Preaching each first and third
you start 'ern with Dr. Sala'
,horning Worship, 11 a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday
bury's Ren-O-Sal
. Put
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
10:00 a. m.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
Prayer meeting each WednesRen-O-Sal in the :water from
day preceding first and third SunFREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
the first. Ren-O-Sal supRev. Opal Miller, pastor
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
plies the .
6
.
3
. factor, gives
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Preaching
every
Sunday,
11:00
Rev. Herbert N. Lewis, Minister
chicks faster growth, faster
a. m.
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
service
Prayer
Wednesday, 7:15
Ed Young, Sept.
feathering, earlier maturity.
p. m.
Morning Service-11:00 a. in.
Ren-O-Sal tablets
Training Union-8:30 p. in.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Everett Hogan, Director
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Pastor
easy to-414e and economical,
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday,
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday- 9:45 a. m.
Raise the best chicks you've
Worship Service every Sunday,
7:00 n m.
Attend the church where you 11:00 a. m. and 7: p. m.
ever had
with Dr
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
will receive a cordial welcome.
p.
Salsbury'. Ren-O-Sal.
SECOND BAPTIST
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
Rev. H. Ti Knight, pastor
BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Morning worship 11 a. in.
Regular services every fourth
Training Union 6 p. m.
Princeton, Ky.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m. evEvening worship 7 p. m.
-- -------Wednesday service-9
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chiding the wives of secretaries
(By Sigrid Arne)
.
Washington — Women will be of Agriculture and Interior—
Mts. smore than "helpers" in the 1952 Charles F. Brannan and
car Chaprnan—and two governpresidential campaign.
ment office holders, Nellie Taywomen
mor
e
For one thing,
Ross, director of the mint, and
lor
counvote
in
this
than men can
Georgia Neese Chirk, the
Mrs.
there
were
49,try now. In 1950
treasurer.
S.
U.
419,000 women eligible to vote
During the campaign the Demand only 47,409,000 men.
ocrats expect to call on one-time
So both' the Republican and
Labor Frances PerDemocratic National Committees Secretary of
on two diplomats, Mrs.
have thumping programs to edu- kins and
Mesta, minister to Luxemcate women voters. Both wom- Perle
and Mrs. Eugenie Anderbourg,,
more
report
that
divisions
en's
ambassador
to Denmark.
son,
parts
women are taking active
right now is
Edwards
Mrs.
report
They
in local politics.
larger numbers of younger wom- particularly happy over the numen are active. A nd Republican bers ow 'women who have signed
headquarters finds that they are up as Democratic party workers
enlisting more women in business who were once workers in nonpartisan organizations such as the
and professions.
Women Voters.
epublican and Demo- League of
Both
women are led'by
Republican
been
leaders
have
women
cratic
busy through 1951. For several Mrs. Gilford Mayes of Idaho. She
years the Democratic women have came up the hard way in the parworked on the slogan "Campaigns ty, -with 20 years of work behind
are won between elections." On her, starting with ringing door
that slogan they have kept party bells in the precincts. Her so
workers together fighting for lo- small headquarters crew in Washcal issues right through the four ington is tied in with 5,000 local
years that intervene between women's Republican clubs.
presidential campaigns.
Her staff started "political
Now the Republican women are schools" two years ago to educate
hard at work on a campaign they precinct voters on the issues and
on how to approach voters. Those
call "Work and Win."
Both women's divisions have schools will be held all over the
emphasized educational programs country this next year. Eight
to help the voters understand is- teams of Republican party exsues and, their effect on individ- perts have been set up to run
ual homes. The women have turn- the schools, which meet for one
ed out such readable letters and to three days.
Mrs. Mayes says -The job in
pamphlets that now the major
part of their output goes to both '52 is to do our party job. Every
men and women county leaders worker must line up for strenuous campaigning. Every potential
for distribution to voters.
The Democratic women have voter must be registered. Everyturned out a "Guide Book." The one registered must vote. Let's
Republican Women are mailing not repeat the 'lost vote' situations
out a ''Workers' Manual." Both in previous presidential elections.
detail how to get acquainted with Let's put the stay-at-homers to
voters in the precinct, how to shame."
Women gained responsible jobs
explain the issues, what to do in
the last month of the campaign in the Republican party a little
more slowly than they did in the
and on election day.
The Republican manual is more Democratic party, but now they
detailed. For example, it shows are surging forward.
Republican headquarters rethe precinct worker just how to
make out cards on every voter in ports that 23 women are n ow
the area, whether Republican, serving as county chairmen of
Democrat, or "Fair Deal Demo- Republican party organizations.
Women are acting as chairmen of
crat."
The card asks that the precinct city organizations—five in Concaptain find out whether the vot- necticut and 18 in Massachusetts.
er is registered, whether he needs The party has women vice-chairtransportation on election d a y, men in 2,012 counties out of the
whether the family will need a total 3,069 counties in the nation.
There is no way of knowing
baby sitter and whether members
of the family will need absentee how important the women's vote
will be to either party in 1952
ballots mailed to them.
This coming year women pre- because the national vote has
cinct workers will be calling from never been counted for men and
door-to-door. Both parties are women voters.
But in 1948 t h e Democratic
polishing up whirlwind camwomen's division took a spot
paigns for next October.
Women will man the motor sampling at voting booths. It
pools on election day, do the baby found that women voters made up
sitting, man the telephones to the isolrowing percentages: Iowa
check which of the registered 52 per cent, Cook county (Chicavoters have failed to show up at go) 55 per cent, Wayne county
the polls.
(Detroit) 63 per cent, Ohio 65
Both parties have handsome, per cent. In Minnesota women
forceful women as the directors voted two to one.
of their women's divisions.
India Edwards, a former ChicaLittle water remains in winds
go newspaper woman, is the Dem- after they have bucked over the
ocrat's firebrand. She has never 14,000-Toot peaks of the Sierra
let down since the 1948 elections.; Nevada Mountains.
Just recently she flew back and
forth, Washington to California,
While Nova Scotia's Micmac
twice in one week just to make Indians spend much time guiding
speeches.
sportsmen, they also are expert
Through 1951 she has had top bricklayers and carpenters. They
ranking Democratic women on get their training in government
the road making speeches, in- Indian schools.

Wherever You See Well-Dressed
Men,You'll See Fine All Wool Gray

suit that makes it a particular favorite of
truly well-dressed men. We have them in
the newest, smartest shades, tailored to
perfection by STYLE-MART at the popular
price of. . ..

$50.00

FULL-SIZE

WOOD BROTHERS

ONLY

9

Men's Store
Princeton, Kentucky
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Princeton Peter Wood Gas Co.
THERE'S A TAPPAN GAS RANGE FOR EVERY NEED ... FOR'EVERY BUDGE'

$ 120,240,491
$ 599.391,351
243,769,704
779,733,386
506,073,372
1,894,352,280
171,792,619

4,195,112,712

88,901,458
10,987,179

99,888;637
96,895,1541

1,166,997,233

188,655,808
151,194,411
48,280,990
49,835,340
98,094,900,772

NPReal

Phone 2

112 Franklin

ASSETS

You get

ARR
onderful S
Here's the most exciting
etchnive with us and ot
Stre's your chance to ge
Mitt you need to bright

RESERVES, OTHER LIABILITIES, AND sURPLUS
POLICY RESERVES:
$4,955,586.6241
General insurance and annuity reserves
Reserve for future payments under supplementary
336,836.732
contracts
11,190.364
Miscellaneous policy reserves
Dividends and annuities (with interest thereon) left
on deposit with the Society
147,093,366
OTHER LIABILITIES AND MISCELLANEOUS
RESERVES:
Polley claims in process of payment
Premiums paid in advance
Dividends due and unpaid
Federal, state, and other taxes
Expenses secured, unearned interest, and other liabilities
Reserve for revaluation of Canadian and other foreign
currency accounts at free market rates of exchange
Special provision for -future interest requirements under 31
/
2% insurance policies and under deposits, and
for future interest and mortality requirements under supplementary contracts
Dividends apportioned for distribution during 1952
Total reserves and Other Liabilities

31,718,781
89,534.730
7,172.082
21,653,00
12,137.244
2,136,000

29,335,000
85,900.151'
5,730,342M',

SURPLUS FUNDS:
Contingency reserve for group life insurance
Unassigned funds (surplus,

11,770.000
362,788,707

TOTAL RESERVES, OTHER LIABILITIBIS, AND
SURPLUS

661,004,900.772

If it's insurance you're contemplating buying it's to your best interest to consult this agency first.

C. A. WOODALL INSURANCE AGENCY
Phone 2441

ar
CABINET
ofFii

COME IN -- TRY THEM ON

This company is well represented here by the C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

TOTAL ASSETS

1952 Sprir

There is something about a gray flannel

393 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

REAL ESTATE (at cost less depreciation and
markdown):
$ 9,802,273
Home and branch office buildings
25,223,635
Housing developments
125,179,102
Purchased for investment
8,450,798
Other residential and business properties
LOANS ON SOCIETY'S POLICIES
PREMIUMS RECEIVABLE
INTEREST AND RENTALS DUE AND ACCRUED AND OTHER ASSETS

K

FLANNEL SUITS

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT (at cost
less depreciation)
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS ON REAL ESTATE:
..$ 977,249,680
Residential and business mortgages
189,747,553
Farm mortgages

Youngstown

110

NINETY-SECOND ANNUAL STATEMENT

CASH
•BONDS:
United States Government obligations
Dominion of Canada obligations
Public utility bonds
Railroad obligations
Industrial obligations
Other bonds
STOCKS:
Preferred and guaranteed
Common

•
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•
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Amateur Plumbing
Will Not Pay Off

AND SAVEI

Youngstown Kitchens' •
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CABINET SINK
FULL-SIZE,
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Now it can be yours! A world-famous. steel
timesaving,
Yonaptown Kitchens Cabinet Sink-with
ous saving!
work-saving featured galore-at a tremend
4 perfect way to start your dream kitchen!
while they last!
See this value-packed bargain today ..
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FREE PLASTIC APRON!

338,83674
11,190,384

Af,

147,003,30

31,718,161
89,534,0

7,172.10
21.653.0
12.117.344
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29,335.001
85.900.152
5,730.342.085

11.770.0
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Princeton, KY.
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plastic apron is practical enough
This beautiful ruffled
To
parties.
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for
enough
pretty
every day wee gay and
Paint you seed let
Warrea
the
select
by.
get it shoddy stop
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apron is yours at so addition
Swim* 1)ecorating. The
coat.

SALE!
SENSATIONAL WARREN PAINT
liassmel is wearing a new
Every can of Warren's Paint and
the prices below to
aSotk
male.
big
the
low price tug for
get the quality and
still
and
see how much you can save
making sale
history
This
permanence of Warren Paints.
your spring decorating
do
to
you
enables
and free gift offer
Don't fail to take advantage
it much less than the usual cost.
Warren Paint or Enamel
of it. Stop by today. amiote the
pirate apron. too, at no
your
get
money.
You need. Save
sdditiorusl coati

ON WARREN PAINTS!
CHECK THESE LOW SALE PRICES
Florite
Four Hour
Enamel
Qt. $1.49

Outside
White
Gal. $5.49

Buy Chips during

Keepsake
Guaranteed by •
Good Housekeeping
of&
....N....41,01,10'd

POTATO
CHIP SALE

11•••••

Mar. 21st thru 31st

aml••11

All profits go toward financing
Y-Teen Club activities. Help the
girls, and be happy in burin

00

LYNN
Wedding Ring 100.00115.
Every Keepsake engagement
center diamond is selected
from the world's finest quality
diamonds and GUARANTEED
PERFECT.
Choose :cab coOdence Mae

*WIDOWS
A€44
POTATO CHIPS

GARNETT
JEWELERS
Next Door To Prineeas Theatre
Ilbpkinsville, Ky.

mtaismettistr

Your Headquarters

onderful Spring Decorating Sale!

$4.955,585,624

THREE
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MAKE OUR STORE
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Bangs Disease Is
Carried To Humans
Through Raw Milk

(By David Bareuther)
You can joke all you want to
about the plumber-he's usually
good natured enough to call it
good advertising-but you have
to take your hat of/ to him when
It comes to most plumbing jobs
around the house.
Except for a few minor chores,
such as fixing a dripping faucet,
clearing a clogged trap, or possibly adjusting the mechanism in
the flush tank, it doesn't pay the
average householder to go in for
handyman plumbing. The tools
required cost so much and such
jobs arise so seldom that it's
smarter to pay the expert while
you stick to your own last.
A dionkey wrench, good screw
drivers and a pair of pliers will
see you through minor plumbing
jobs, but to be fully equipped to
tackle all plumbing you can use
pipe vises, chain vises, pipe cut(right), 3, feeds her brother, Kenters, a pipe stock and set of dies, Las aaa. rALS: Nancy Haney
wait for their mother to claim them
taps for threading inside pipe ny, 1%, a bit of carrot as they
Nuys, Calif. They had wandered from
ends, reamers, hacksaws, calking at the police station inVan
for a while, then continued theia,
irons, flaring to o 1 s, bending home, played with some paint
y bundled them up in his sweatsprings-and anything else you adventure in the rain. A passerb
er and coat and took them to the station. The frantic mother
want from Santa Claus.
police by phone. (AP Wirephoto)
However, every member of meanwhile had contacted the
know
should
ld
cap
househo
your
fancy handles in modern bath- ture! Put a cloth around the
something about the plumbing. rooms, but they all work on the nut to keep the wrench from marIn case of a leak or overflow same general principle. When they ring its finish. When the cap nut
considerable damage c a n be start to leak around the handle is loose, the spindle of the faucet
avoided by everyone knowing it's a sign that the cap nut is will unscrew and come out.
where and how to shut the loose, or the packing washer unThe ground seat in the faucet,
water off. It's a fine idea to der it needs replacing. When a into which the washer fits, should
label important valves with label faucet develops a drip it needs a be examined carefully. If it is
tags, which you can get at any new disk washer.
roughed or corroded it can be restationery store.
Failure to turn off faucets with ground with a faucet seat dressing
"This shuts off all water," can moderate firmness tends to cause tool-inexpensive and easy to
mark the main valve near the dripping. This not only wastes use.
meter where the supply line en- water, makes rust stains on enaUse care in removing the brass
ters the basement, OT the house. mel, but also can drag you out of screw that holds the washer on
.
.
.
water"
hot
off
"This shuts
bed in the middle of the night the end of the spindle. 'A dull
"Cold water shut-off for bath- if your wife has good ears.
screw driver, or one of the wrong
shut-off
room" . . . "Hot water
Replacing washers is a simple size, tan damage the screw and
for kitchen," etc. Then if you're chore. Keep a supply of good won't budge a little kerosene and
away, anyone can meet an enter- quality composition washers on require replacement. If the screw
gency.
hand-the better they a re the a few sharp taps should loosen it.
You really ought to take your longer they last. The most comNever tighten a cap nut to a
family on a little tour of the mon sizes are %, % and %-inch. point where the faucet binds. If
plumbing system for a demon- Hardware stores sell assortments moderate tightening will not stop
stration. Show each one how to in those sizes. If you have a fau- a leak around a stem, new packturn off the gas for a hot water cet calling for a specially shaped ing is called for. A little cotton
heater or, if you have an electric washer, remove the old one and string can be wound around the
water heater, which fuse plugs get it matched.
stem under the nut temporarily,
to loosen or remove to stop it
But first shut off the water on but packing washers are the only
cy.
from heating in an emergen
the line leading to the faulty fix- permanent solution.
Most hot water storage tanks
have a drain cock to which the
garden hose can be connected for
draining the tank. Show how this
should be done if necessary, after turning off the heat.
One of the funniest, even
though messiest, boners in any
household is forgetting to turn
off the water supply before starting to dismantle a faucet. It can
happen to anybody, but usually
once in a lifetime. The shower
teacher.
3141 you get is a wonderful ys
are the
Most faucets nowada
'oat . ey
co p

N. LUSBY COMPANY
n Street
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Patton, Calimostly cattle, hogs and goats. In Oliver, who died in
we wish to
cows and goats the bacteria- find fornia, March 4. Also
brothers, the
excellent living conditions in the thank the Morgan
music,
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So-Lite
Flat Wall
Gal. $3.49

Porch
and Deck
of. $1.29

STEGER LUMBER CO.

Arbilood"
-"From A SprinToPhone 2061

MAR. 21-22
PRINCETON DAYS
BLACK SEAMED HOSE
New
See Our
Extra Special
00
Now $1.
(While They Last)
Spring Materials
$1.49 Value

Tissue Chambray - $1.19 yd.
Embroidered Chambray
$1.19 yd.
Fine Ginghams-$1.00 yd.
Tissue Ginghams - $1.19 yd.
Willow Chiffon Voile
(solid colors)--- $1.19 yd.
Willow Chiffon Voile
$1.19 yd.
(prints)
Butcher Linens -- .89 yd.
Dotted Swiss-.69-$1.00 yd.
Eyelet Embroidery
$1.29-$2.29
Indianhead Linen - .89 yd.
Taffeta(all colors)- $1.00 yd.
Wash Silk -- -- .79 yd.
.98 yd.
Bemberg
Shantung ---- .98 yd.
Seersucker (striped)-.98 yd.
Quadriga Print - .49 yd.

.75
Rayon Gowns
.75
Blouses
.75
Luncheon Cloths
.75
Towels, 2 for
Children's Panties, 3 pr. - .75
Ladies Rayon Panties
.75
3 pr.
1 Box of Assorted Colors
of Rug Yarn,4 hanks - .75
Remnants, your choice -.75
Cleansing Tissues, special
.75
6 boxes

20% DISCOUNT
ALL SKIRTS
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL
DRESSES - COATS -SUITS
& HATS

FANCY HEEL HOSE
Black and Blue
$1.69 Value

Now

$1.49

MUNSINGWEAR
NYLON SLIPS
$5.98
$6.98

Tailored
Lace Trim

MUNSINGWEAR
BALBRIGGAN GOWNS
and PAJAMAS
All Sizes

SPECIAL Y2 PRICE
10% DISCOUNT ON
ALL PIECE GOODS
Fri. & Sat., Mar. 21-22

STORM & PURDY

Princeton, Ky.

,

mut
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Lewistown News

Dr. Brockmeyer Dies
After Paralytic Stroke

B. P. O. ELK
TO NIGHT

Haven't
You

Heard?

AUCTION

i

WAMORCHAM

Deaths & Funerals

"Your Laundry & Drycleaning

William 1. 'tome

Service"

Masonic
Meeting

ra.

Red Front Stores

Fredonia High
School Brevities

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.

MESSAGE

lb. colored sticks, lb. . . . 21c

Cutters and Suppliers

F012. SOLILA(

EALS WE RAISE*
01-IEN COLD))
'WITHOUT It,
ASAY61
‘flEiINr
1111wassasernetai

FREE PARKING, SELF SERVICE, PLENTY OF WELL
STOCKED SHELVES TO SELECT YOUR CHOICE
OF MEATS, FRUITS, VEGETABLES, FROZEN
FOODS AND CANNED GOODS.
$1.99
FLOUR, 25 lb. pl. Nunn Better
$4.49
.
,
100
lbs.
POTATOES Select Cobblers,
$1.05
SUGAR, 10 lbs. Godchaux
55c
SALMON, 16 oz. can pink
39c
OLEO, 2 lbs.
TALL BOY PORK & BEANS,22 oz. can
25c
2 for
49c
lb.
box
Flavor-Kist
2
CRACKERS,
24c
CRACKERS, 1 lb. box Flavor-Kist
"FROZEN FOODS"
19c
PEAS
19c
CAULIFLOWER
19c
ORANGE JUICE
19c
LIMA BEANS, lg. & Sm.
"MEATS"
FRESH PORK PICNICS, lb.
SWEET RASHER BACON, sliced, lb.
COOKED PICNIC HAMS, ready to eat

35c
37c
. 43c

WE DELIVER

CALL US

The Draper Corporation is new to Paris and Western By. and Tenn., but we
have made many friends in the short time we've been here as buyers of Dogwood
Timber. Our job as we left the Biltmore, N. C., plant was to find a good territory,
locate, set up and operate a mill and supply this mill with thnber. In the wide
area that we covered and the many places we investigated for a mill site, we decided to locate near Paris. To supply the timber, we had to call on you people
and you responded very well. For this, we are sincerely and deeply grateful.
We wish to call on you again for another favor and we are hoping for a response
just as quick and just as great as when we asked you for dogwood timber.
This timber spoils very quickly in the warm air and sun of Spring and
Summer. If you have seen our stacks of timber, you can realize our situation.
It is the largest stack to be found on any yard in this country of ours. Dogwood
will keep in much better condition on the stump--so we are asking you to leave
it on the stump just long enough to give us time to process most of what we have
on hand in time to keep it from spoiling. We are arranging our mill to do this an
fast as possible. With this stepped-up production, we hope to work our stock
pile to a safe size within the next few months.
Soon many of you will be working in the fields anyway—another week or
so can't make too much difference and you will be helping us—and. surprisingly
enough, you will have more dogwood to sell later than you do now—enough to
make a difference in the money you receive. When you have given us enougti
time to work our stock pile down sufficiently we will again buy your dogwood in
any quantities. We wish to cooperate with you in any way we can, and for many
years to come, but now we are asking for your cooperation.
This condition is local and will not directly affect any changes in price or
grade. Due to shortages in skilled labor and equipment for this type of work, we
are unable to process the Umber fast enough to prevent spoilage, at the rate it II
now ooming in. It is not that we do not want the dogwood, but we are just asking for time enough to work out stock pile below the danger point of spoiling.
This is an appeal—the situation has become critical—please cooperate and
we will appreciate it immensely.
We advise that you contact our mill before making future deliveries. The
timber you have cut now will be taken, but PLEASE leave standing that which
is not cut. Besides helping us now, it will mean more profit to you later.
We appreciate your cooperating with us.

THE DRAPER CORPORATION

•

HARRY'S GROCERY
HARRY AIAs ir!

P. 0. Bo: 741
WILLIAM D. SHOFNIIII
Forester

Phone 9127
GEORGE TANDY
TANDY'S GROCERY
Local Hayes

Phone 939M211
ROBERT L. MATHESON
Mill Manager
a

los,WASHINGTON StoZ,t^ 3422

6.11.

4,
1t.

aartireerieearioiat.

STE

•

CORN,Rosedale, ex. stand., White Cr.
2c
/
Style, Co. Gent., No. 2 can . 121
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Donald Duck
5 for $1.90
46 oz. can
Brand
APPLE BUTTER, Farm
25c
28 oz. jar
VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
3 for 50c
22 oz. can
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. box

31c

2
6 oz. can
GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut
12
19 oz. can
to
Modesto,
,
IMPORTED SARDINES
Oil
Olive
in
Moroccan
3 for
No. 14 can
TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL, Coll
1
Inn, 131
2 oz. can
/
COUNTRY ESTATE FACIAL SOAP
10 bars to plastic bag
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg. 25c, 2 lb. pkg.

SCOTT COUNTY SALE
RED BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a dozen
NAVY BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a dozen
HOMINY, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a dozen
LIMA BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a dozen
BLACKEYED PEAS, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a dozen
CREAM STLE CORN,Scott Sounty
No. 1 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a dozen

SAUER KRAUT, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a do:
PINTO BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a dot
SPAGHETTI, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a do
VEGETABLE SOUP, Scott County
No. 1 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a do
PORK & BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a do
RED KIDNEY BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can, 3 for 25c, 95c a do:

Bring your country cured meat to your Rod Front Stores

MEAT SPECIALS
SLICED BACON, Field's Worthmore PICNIC HAMS, ready to eat
1 lb. layers, lb.
35c
lb.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
FLORIDA ORANGES, full of juice
APPLES, Winesap, U. S. No
8 lb. mesh bag
49c 3 pounds

FeFooat
p

Air A4.1

MARKETS

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME

KY
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Got A

Problem?

Peltdoosaid

If it concerns plumbing needs;
new or old
Come In And See Us.

Reds Hope Rockets
Will Spy On Mars

We'll Lend A Hand Or A Plan.
HOW ABOUT
New Guttering
Field Tile Laid
Bathroom Remodeling
Shower Installation
Kitchen Remodeling

j

ycleani

Tba Azores we Wow volcanic •
Islands.

MITCHELL BROS. PLUMBING
Phone 3556

East Market

Compliments

46 Inch Oil Cloth
25° per yard
GOLDNAMER'S
ott C
the coffst
r, lb. .
y Brand
KTAIL, C

FREE
PLASTIC APRON WITH EVERY
SALE OF PAINT

otus
ht, five
ustard or

PRINCET
D
DAYS

TWO

ONLY

hants
Members Of The Princeton Retail Merc
e FamAssociation Invite You And The Whol
Stores
ily To Come To Town And Into Their
Bargains
And See The Many, Wonderful
pf-1
They Have Waiting For You. Many Are
Or Less
fering Items Or Services At Cost
Trading
Than Cost. Make Princeton Your

oad"
"From A Splinter To A Carl
Princeton
Phone 2061

Courtesy City of
Princeton

light meat

t Stores.

4 Rolls 15°

SPECIAL

Ladies Rayon Slips
Pink and White
Sizes 32-44

ACIAL SOAP
bag
Sunshine
b. pkg.
County
25c, 95c
County
25c, 95c o
ounty
25c, 95c o
Scott Cool/
c, 95c0
County
23c, 95c o
, Scott C
25c, 95c

Charmin Toilet Tissue

OUR

$1.00
STORM & PURDY

DAYS

Shade Sampler

ONLY

5 for 50c
CORNER DRUG STORE

ory
These Greatest Bargain Days In The Hist
MerOf This City Have Been Keeping The
ity
chants Busy For Weeks Looking For Qual
Entire
Merchandise To Offer You And The

See This Agency Today

This Is Your Opportunity To Buy
ATAnd ,e. Don't Miss Out On THE GRE
EST SALE EVENT OF THE YEAR.

Family.

for

Complete Insurance Protection

Town.

STEGER LUMBER COMPANY

1
to,
Modes
S,
Oil
3
L,
KTAI C

HELENA RUBENSTEIN
STAY LONG LIPSTICK

MARCH 21-22

MARCH 21-22

FREE PARKING FIRST DAY

co, cut

TWO

Our Special Is

To FIRST 25 Customers Each
Day Of Princeton Days
H. C. NEWSOM "
The Garden Seed & Plant Store
Down By The Mill

Busch Cummins Ins. Agency

FREE PARKING FIRST DAY
Courtesy City of
Princeton •

Phone 2825

106 E. Ct. Sq.

PRINCETON DAYS SPECIAL

SPECIAL

59c Prophylactic Tooth Brush
Only 29c
30c Prophylactic Tooth Brush
Only 21c

Paper Draperies

WOOD DRUG STORE

350 pair
All Designs

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
Phone 2585

,W. Market

illmmil•••••••

Wood Brothers Men's Store

25 Per Cent Discount
And Some As Low As Cost On
All Automobile Accessories
COMPANY
STEVENS CHEVROLET
Phone 3505

s
Offers You Their Princeton Day
Special

SHIRTS:
Dress Shirts Sport Shirts
By Enro and Rand
AT HALF PRICE

Princeton, Ky.

24 Bottles Of 12 oz. Stag
AFTER SHAVE LOTION
$1.25 Value
Only 50c Plus 10c Tax
24 Jars Of Cara Nome
SPECIAL CLEANSING CREAM
$2.20 Value
Only $1.00 Plus 20c Tax

Model 40-Barton Washer
$109.95
89.95

Regular Price
Special Price

Williamson Drug Company

GENERAL AUTO SUPPLY STORE

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 3240

•
. ..1=••••••
.

y to eat

BLES
. S. No. 1

Y rig

1941 Through 1950 Fords
Complete Brake Special
Overhaul Brakes Includes
Wheels, Cylinder Kits.
Reline Shoes, Replace All
Bleed And Adjust
$7.50
Labor, Regular $10.00
8.45
Parts, Regular $12.45
15.95

•

DRYCLEANING SPECIAL
FOR

PRINCETON

DAYS

ance
For Sound Insurance Consult the C. A. Woodall Insur
d.
Teste
Time
Is
And
Agency F.stablitthed In The Year 1807,
sent
Repre
We
Paid.
For Over Forty Years Have Stayed And

54" Wide -- Makes A Full Bed

Only $125

Nothing But Old Reliable Companies.

We Will Dryclean TWO Of Any
Type Of Garment For The . . .
PRICE OF ONE

Regular $22.45 Value
FOR ONLY $15.95

WAMORCHAM

RANDOLPH MOTORS

ice"
"Your Laundry and Drycleaning Serv
n, Ky.
ceto
Prin
Phone 2055

Sales -- FORD -- Service

FEEL SAFE AND BE SAFE

SLEEPERETTE COUCH

4 Piece Maple Bedroom Suite
Only $125

Be Safe And Feel Sate By Insuring With The C. A.
ll,
Woodall Insurance Agency, Operating In Lyon, CaMwe
Crittenden And Livingston Counties.

NCY
C. A. WOODALL INS.PRINAGE
CETON, KY.

HOLLOWELL'S FURNITURE

PHONE 5441

Princeton, Ky.
NEC

REO POWER LAWN MOWERS
Special Prices For March 21-22
Electric and Gas Power Driven
Electric: Full 18" cut, List Price $96.25
SPECIAL PRICE $75.30
Gasoline: Full 18" cut, List Price $114.95
SPECIAL PRICE $89.60
Gasoline: Full 21" cut, list Price $136.95
SPECIAL PRKE $116.95

HODGE MOTOR SALES

BRIGHTEN UP WITH
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

ENAMELOID
PINT — special 74°
(Regular $1.05)
All Colors

ELDRED HDWE. CO.

Days

Only

10 PER CENT DISCOUNT On All
HdTPOINT REFRIGERATORS
SHORTT ELECTRIC

U. S. CHOICE BEEF
Round or Sirloin
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A&P FOOD STORE
Princeton, Ky.

113 W. Main

Phone 3053

ns Are
Not Th
tivyorkso- A a"

Bargain For Princeton Days

SPECIAL
Two

Henrietta Hotel
"A Good Place To Stay"

PHILCO — FM-AM RADIO
Regular Price $69.95
Bargain Days $59.95
CITIZEN'S ICE CO.
Lricorporateri

(Sizes II% to 11)

PHONE 2707

See Our Larger Adv. Elsewhere In This Issue

ALUMINUM FREEZER TRAYS
4 For

$1.00

McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.

DAYS

ONLY

TWO

DAYS

RED

PITTED

Gallon Cherries And
Gallon Of Peaches

ONLY

MARCH 21-22

MARCH 21-22

Members Of The Princeton Retail Merchants

These Greatest Bargain Days In The History
Of This City Have Been Keeping The Mer-

ily To Come To Town And Into Their Stores

chants Busy For Weeks Looking For Quality

And See The Many, Wonderful Bargains

Merchandise To Offer You And The Entire

They Have Waiting For You. Many Are Of-

Family.

fering Items Or Services At Cost Or less
Than Cost. Make Princeton Your Trading
Town.

And Save. Don't Miss Out On THE GREAT-

This Is Your Opportunity To Buy

A. KOLTINSKY GROCERY

Courtesy City of
Princeton

Courtesy City of
Princeton

OUR SPECIAL
$5.95 Silk Blouses
NOW $3.95
$2.95 & $3.95 COTTON BLOUSES
NOW $2.00
LILLIE BELLE SHOP

Not Only A Bargain
But
A Give-Away
A FREE TUBE WITH EVERY
DAVIS TIRE YOU PURCHASE
WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
W. Main Street

1 lb. 22° or 5 for $1.00

Robinson

Os

SPECIALS
Regular
Price

Special
Price

General Purpose House Paint

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.

J. C. PENNEY CO., Inc. PRINCETON, KY.

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

BILL'S AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
Princeton, Ky.

SPECIAL
54 Inch Youngstown Double
Drain Board Sink
Complete With Cabinet
Regular Price $124.95

Special Price $99.95
B. N. LUSBY CO.
132 E. Main St.

Princeton, Ky.

PRINCETON BARGAIN DAYS
10 PER CENT OFF THE REGULAR
PRICE ON ALL MAPLE BEDROOM
FURNITURE
BROWN'S
FURNITURE DEALER -Phones 3515-3320

FUNERAL DIRECTOR
Princeton, Ky.

Compliments Of

STEVENS INSURANCE AGENCY

at

per gallon

S. Seminary

Phone 2081

RILEY'S BETTER MARKET '
1014 W. Main St.

Tel. 2653

"Where Your Dollar Does Its Duty

FRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIAL
No. 303 Happyvale Peas 10c can

Phone 2757

THIS ALL

OR

EFRIGER

29

DX SERVICE
FRESH VEGETABLES, MEATS and GROCERIES

OUR SPECIAL
March 21-22
Claussner's Kleer Sheer
NYLON HOSIERY
51 Gauge, 15 Denier $1.50 Value

E. Ct. Square

Phone 2053

PRUETT BROS. GROCERY

Only 500

Special 11° each

O Ofroasatisail*
Mr wit Odd
COME IN

-- Also -COSTUME JEWELRY
SPECIALS

10 Watt to 100 Watt

Minh en Eyre Tiller
s finished seedbed i
maditioas for good
pis plow at normal
aeon pulverize each
.. leave seedbed
%mow" that sins,
plowing—yes costs

OLEO

HALF SLIPS

128 E. Main

Phone 3991

LUNCHEON SPREAD

$1.75

LIGHT BULBS

EZE
animates Dis

39c Aspirin, 5 gr.-100's — — — 19c
20c 1 lb. Epsom Salts — — — 11c
50c Rubbing Alcohol, pint — — 29c

SPECIAL!
Ladies' Fancy Trimmed Rayon

Reduced to 15c a pair
H. A. McElroy Co. 5 & 10c Store

GUAI

EST SALE EVENT OF THE YEAR.

FREE PARKING FIRST DAY

Assorted Sizes And Colors
Regular Price 29 and 39 Cents

L. H. LOWRY

OVER PENNEY'S

FREE PARKING FIRST DAY

ANKLETS

a finist
in ont

CHAS. J. WHITE -- Tel. 2375

Association Invite You And The Whole Fam-

Penney's
TRADE DAYS

3314'

Bought, sold and exchanged everywhere
Rentals - Appraisals - Property Management
Bonds - Insurance of all kinds except life
Old reliable stock companies represented
WANTED TO BUY - Several 4 or 5 room houses.
For quick sale list your property with me

At $1.00 A Gallon
BARGAIN DAYS SPECIAL

Poole,
c Dr. Edwin 1.
st ns club P
appearin
m article

REAL ESTATE

W. Market

Phone 2091

Phone 3418

THE LOOM PRINT

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

PRINCETON
TWO

othal_pen_y1P;l:YI:heil-C.airaTtinnUerOd
man
ic the medicine
wit
•well be at home

49c FRUIT OF

ALL PERFECT -- FIRST QUALITY
From Our Regular Stock
$1.50 VALUES
60 & 51 GAUGE
79c A PAIR 2 PAIRS $1.50

PRINCETON, KY.

FRIGIDAIRE

HUMMING BIRD NYLON
HOSIERY SPECIAL
250 PAIRS OF DISCONTINUED SHADES

i

lialahcald?
w. rde G
isentalsne

.10

Compliments Of

march 20 19
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

SPECIAL $1.00 Two Days Only
McCaslin's

(11 cubic feet)—
PPetl-down model. F
to spacio}ts shelf
are
tie offers features y
to find in mod
•Misch more! And
ed by Borg
You of dependa
e to---see
it—com
t fiod -its
equal
here!
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'

THE PRINCETON LEADER PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Are Deeply Hurt
Not The Wrestler

Fredonia News

HRA VALUES :
PRINCETON DAY I

Elroy and son, Bruce Wayne, who
(Last Week's News)
past week with her
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. had spent the
returned home with Mr.
Noble Paris and Mrs. &age Ruck- parents,
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for Frankfort, where he will visumane treatment? Do another Stalin,
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of
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wrestler for anything more than and are past masters in the art
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker and
boned Galahad?
of putting on an act of anguish Miss Frances Parker, of Hopkinsa postnasal sinus drip."
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Mrs. Paul West and daughter,
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How do the matmen do such versary, is a very docile soul
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and stage. During waiting periods he Sunday after spending last week
article appearing in horrible things to each other
can be found reading Ciceros Ora- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
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Ray Blackburn. Mr. West spent
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Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore, Mrs.
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Mr. and Mrs. Tiller Sigler in
.
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Kenny Johnson, little son .of
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson, of
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Paducah, spent Saturday night
and Sunday with his grandparComplete Insurance Service
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson.
III West Market St.
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ton,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller, of
Prince
one 2053
Madisonville, were the weekend
guests of his mother, Mrs Amble
Fuller.
Coach Merle Nickell and Dick
Rice were in Hopkinsville Sunday.
Wayne Quertermoiri;-little son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Quertermous, is recovering from intesticoal flu.
Vriday night dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Lat Moore were
Mrs. Seldon McElroy a n d son,
Bruce. Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore
and Mrs. C. W. Moore.
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except life
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Training
Panties

Combed Cotton
Delux Make
Sizes 4 - 6 - 8

White, Pink, Blue
and Maize
Sizes 2 - 4 - 6

39'

5 yds. -

Sizes 10- 12- 14

$100

TERRY CLOTH
FACE
TOWELS
Blue, Pink, Maize or
Green Checked

5 for

1100

Pair

72" x 90"
BYLO QUILT
BATTING

CHILD'S
ELASTIC
WAIST
DUNGAREES

Full 2 Pounds

Sizes 2 to 12

81" x 90"
UGHT WT.
SHEETS
Ready To Hem

LADIES
WASH

Dresses
80 Square
Fast Color
Prints
Sizes 12 - 44

2 for

ct

#

36" PRINT
CLOTH
BROWN
SHEETING
Xtra Fine Thread

49c

EZEZYMLER

Elimieates Disking, Rolling, Paddng, Dragging

BOYS'
T-SHIRTS

15c

a finished seedbed
in one operation

TE

CHILD'S
COTTON

S139 $301

,0

OW

•

COME IN TODAY AND SEE IT!

11111111•111111111111110‘

Robinson Imp!. 81 Motor Co.

OST SENSATIONAL
BUY IN TOWN
at

Bill's Auto
Associate Store

Now!

IS ALL-NEW

FRIGERATOR

much more! And the Norge
backed by Borg-Warner—
you of dependable quality.
in—see it—compare it! You
find its equal in value

Top-value features at low,low cost!
foods
• LARGE FREEZER CHEST—holds over 33 Ibt offrozen
beverages
• TALL BOTTLE SHELF—mom/or a All case of
vibes
•INC NEAT KEEPER—ferfresh meats, extra ire
for large items
•INSERT SHELF—center lifts oat to make room
• HANDY PACKAGE SHEJLF—felds tip or down
es garden-fresb
• LARGE KRISPER—heept/mitt and vegetabl
Protection Plan
• POWER KING ROLLATOR COLDMAKE1-5-year

re!

BILL'S AUTO
ASSOCIATE STORE

HEADQUARTERS FOR
1,60.11E NOME
APPLIANCES
arfrAiriMeAl-seMil
Phone 3726

amn

OXFORD
Sizes 6 to 11

Peizsonati
(Last Week's News)
\
'Miss Bobbie Jo Mitchell, student at Georgetown, was the
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Ezra Franklin and Pfc. James
Franklin.
's Miss Sue Giannini and Jack
Giannini, both of Louisville, spent
the weekend with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Giannini,i
\Franklin street.
\ Bob McConnell, student at
Vanderbilt University, spent the
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard McConnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Cole Waggener,
of Oak Ridge, spent the weekend
with his mother, Mrs. W. C. Waggener, South Seminary.
Cpl. J. C. Oliver has returned
to Camp Drum, New York, after
visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Oliver, South Harrison.

9995
offers features you'd only
to find in models costing

PLAIN TOE DRESS

$49.5_
Pair

36" SPUN
RAYON DRESS
PRINTS
Real 98c Value

49c

66" x 76"
COTTON
BLANKET
PLAIDS

$149

STOMACH
SUFFERERS
New, Amazing
Relief -The Harvey Stomach Treatment is a doctor's formula and
is guaranteed to relieve ulcer
pains, gall bladder pains and
nervous colitis. Get rid of that
acid, gassy, belchy and lack
of pep feeling.

There Is No Need To
Suffer!
START THIS
TREATMENT
TODAY
Sold Only At

WOOD DRUG
STORE
Princeton, Ky.

CREPE SOLE
CASUALS
For Men
Sizes 7 to 11
$7.95 Value

$495_

Yard

a

ORCE

(11 cubic feet)—hut it's no
-down model. For in addl.
spaciops shelf area, this new

MEN'S

vommoim,
MEN'S
PLAIN TOE

WORK
SHOE
Compo-Sole
Sizes 6 to 11

$395

T - APRON
With Head
Band
Fine
Chambray
Green Striped
Only

81" x 90"
HEAVY
BROWN SHEET
Ready To
Hem

LADIES
WEDGIES
SANDALS
SLIPPERS

5
29
$
95
1
$
c
0
1
Pair

Each

Pair

FINKELS FAIR STORE
Where Your

NI NI NI NI II al IN IN•11

Nave More Cents' 111

II NI NI
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A Smooth Green Lawn
Is Worth The Trouble

renovation or, at least, supple(By Cynthia Lowry)
there's a goodAs those unpleasant early menting. When
needing attention,
Spring winds—which so usefully sized Area
to a depth of at least
help dry up winter-drenched soil spade it
work in a couple of
—blow in, comes the opening of 6 inches,
of humus, peat moss or
that long, long season devoted to inches
to break up the soil, and
the care of the nation's most pop- compost
reseed, after raking it smooth.
ular growing thing: grass.
There may be a few small,
Lawn culture for most of us is water-collecting hollows around
poa
and
bore
a necessary evil, a
the lawn which may be built up
tential backache. This attitude is
by raking in a rich top-dressing—
that
fact
partly induced by the
not more than a half-inch at
but
al.
grass does nothing sensation
time or the grass will be smotha
bloom
like come into dramatic
ered. If the depression is large,
as a rose. It just turns green and dig the soil to loosen it, fill the
—hopefully—stays that way. It
hole and reseed. Sometimes a
also demands rolling, feeding, hole may be filled by peeling the
sweeping and—above all—eternal
established sod back, filling the
mowing. However, a house withhole under it, and replacing.
out a lawn would be almost un- FEED THE LAWN
American.
Spring is an excellent time to
Spring, however, is not the ideal give the lawn a feeding. Plan to
new
a
time to set about building
use about four pounds of a ballawn. Lots of people have had anced fertilizer like 6-10-4 to
sthicess with spring lawts, but each 100 square feet. A perfect
the odds of weather, temperature time for this feeding is before
and competition from sturdy an- new spring growth starts.
nual weeds are against it.
Fertilizer can be spread on top
caNsuur THE EXPERTS
of a light layer of snow, to be
Furthermore, starting a new washed into the ground as it
lawn is a fussy, expensive, mus- melts. In the alternative, spread
cle- and time-consuming project it when the grass is fairly dry
which should be undertaken after and follow by a good soaking to
consultation with experts, study carry the nutrients into the soil.
of soils, moisture and other fac- (But if crabgrass is a major
tors. Obviously it requires more problem, spring feedings give it
information than could — or a healthy start. So you might
should—be contained in a single, skip the spring meal in favor of
short newspaper item. Hence we a September or October one.)
shall skip that subject entirely
Grass, like other plants, suffers
and go immediately to spring more from light sprinklings than
care of established lawns—a they do from actual drought.
"must" in every gardener's and However you do it, with a sprinkhomeowner's calendar.
ler or soaker, make sure the watChances are good indeed that or penetrates four or more inches
the lawn, after the winter, con- deep. In the case of new-sown
tains some spots which require grass, try to keep the soil moist—
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out-tower watchers, a call to
smoke-Jumpers •'recently have
be
to
made to the rangers in the area,
studying
men
young
been
of
experithe
want
who
foresters
who plot the exact location
ence they get on this kind of job. the fire. If It is inaccessible to
The pay ls around ;258 &month. ground crews, the smoke-Jumpmers must be between 18 and ers go into action. The Jumpers
30, in very good physical condi,
parachdte to within - a quarter of
lion and weigh between 130 and
of the fire. Their equip190. They must have had pre- a snile
is parachuted to them after
ment
woods
the
in
ce
experien
vious
they notify the plane by walkieand at least one year as a fireradio they are sale.
talkie
A
crew.
ground
a
fighter with
getting the fire under
then
is
After
training
month's intensive
control they walk out. No smokerequired.
umper has ever lost his life.
When smoke is spotted by look-

Washington — From June to
early October about 260 young
men make their living by parschute jumping on fires from airplanes. They are the U. S. Forest Service's famed "smokeAnpers", whose techniques were
used by the Army in 1940 in the
training of its first parachute division.
It is estimated that 'approximately $750,000 was saved in
fire-fighting costs in 1951 through
the efforts of this snlall band of
daring young men. A total of 1,134
jumps were made on some 334
fires.
T. V. Pearson, a forest service
fire-control specialist is given
credit for introducing the parachuting of fire fighters after
transportation of the men had
progressed from foot to mule to
truck.
He had observed that Russia
of the wealthy and Germany had dropped men
FINGERED BY UNCLE SAM: The tiniest member
Pont Bredin, doesn't from military planes on level
du Pont family, eight-month-old Alletta du
attempts to include countries. A slower plane, a Ford
nt
governme
the
about
d
concerne
appear too
as defendants in an Trimotor, still used, was tried
clan
Pont
du
the
of
relatives
186
her among
Octavia Mary out over the mountainous areas
former
the
of
daughter
child,
The
anti-trust suit.
professional parachutists
the youngest a n d
is
on,
Del.,
Wilmingt
of
Bredin,
du Pont and J. Bruce
were employed for the experidu
huge
the
against
filed
suit
the
in
ts
of the family of defendan
Pont, for- ment.
Pont industrial empire. Her grandfather is Irenee du
Later the forest men tried it
mer president of the company. (AP Wirephoto)
out, and in 1940 the first actual
and
mulch
e
jump to a fire was made. Two
not wet—up through the first inch and form a protectiv
them. Otherwise men jumped at about 4 p. m.
while the roots are getting es- provide food for
thay must be swept up.
They had the fire in Nezperce,
tablished.
The day of the chemical weed- a national forest in Idaho, under
Wait until the lawn is fairly
us, so that the control by 10 o'clock the followdry, and has a springy, spongy re- killer is upon
like plan- ing morning.
action to your feet before you broad-leaved weeds
dandelion can
Later that year the Army sent
roll it. Remember that the pur- tain, buckhorn and
2,4-D prepa- four officers to watch the serpose of ruling is not to level the be controlled with
follow the manu- vice's training techniques at the
lawn surface, but merely to press rations—and do
ons to the let- Missoula, M o n t., headquarters.
back into contact with soil the facturer's instructi
al They were going to Ft. Henning,
roots -which have been heaved ter. There are also commerci
destruction Ga., to train the first parachute
the
for
ons
preparati
of
action
the
by
out
washed
and
division for the Army. Among
successive freezings and thaw- of crabgrass.
the four was Maj. Williaan Cory
ings during the winter. The roller USE DDT CAUTIOUSLY
Be careful about using DDT for Lee, who later commanded the
should be fairly heavy—but not a
was
dead weight which would crush pest control—it kills friendly and 101st Airborne Division that
sent to England for the Normanthe tender plants. Around 150 beneficial things as well.
pounds is usually enough weight
Don't use a hard rake on the dy. invasion.
In 1943 the U. S. Coast Guard,
for the job.
lawns. A bamboo sweeper or a
A i r Observer
metal broom-type is essential t he Canadian
MOWING STARTS EARLY
and the U. S. Air Force
School
or
clippings
g
gatherin
for
the
either
when
Mowing should start
sent 25 men to train with the
new growth starts. Ideally, cut- for gathering leaves
smoke jumpers for rescue work.
ting blades should be adjusted
Army para-doctors a. I a o trained
not closer than 1% inches from
"Wives are not on the team," with the jumpers.
the ground, preferably 2 inches. says Manager Eddie Sawyer of
During the war years when
It is better for the grass, and
the Phillies when asked why manpower was scarce, many coneasier on the person who mows.
from scientious objectors were used by
to -tut the grass frequently. If wives are being banned
er, Fla., the fire control foresters, and
the tops aren't too long, the clip- training camp at Clearwat
they did a fine job. Most of the
pings will fall among the plants this spring.
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JIM Russell will have to
some hitting in camp vont
spring to be retained isa r
outfielder by the Brooklya
era. He failed to hit in 11
to the plate last season.
Willie Ketchum, who
lightweight boxing chow,
Carter, trained the late
Cordon.
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16 REASONS WHY IT'S WISE TO SHOP AT PENNEY
LADIES

Prescriptions
Specialty

HALF-SLIPS

&
AO Drugs
3211

Jew

Dim

For Sound I
c•

CRUSHED FEATHER
LADIES

UMBRELLAS
2.00

PILLOWS

The C.
INSUR ,

New Low Price

1.00

PRINTED

Phone 2441
MEN'S

TIES
Only

2 for 1.00

LADIES' RAYON

SLIPS— 1.00

COME AND GET IT, KIDS!

WILD

WEST
RODEO

rt-•

Men's Broadcloth

PAJAMAS

LADIES'

ONLY

NYLON BRAS
77c

2.00 pr.
LITTLE GIRLS'

MOTHER! DAD!
Bring the kiddies in for this brand-new, exciting toy today!
No cost! No obligation! But while you're here ask to
see the new dependable 1952 General Electric Refrigerators.
Rig (s-E Space Makers—wonderful new Refrigerator-Food
Freezer Combinations.

DRESS
SHIRTS

WE HAVE A LIMITED SUPPLY! COME IN TODAYI

EMBOSSED COTTON

DRESSES
1.00

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Dial 2081

S. Seminary St.

WOMEN'S RAYON

MEN'S

Authorizod Dealer

GENERAL

; ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATORS

WOMEN'S FELT

HOUSE
SLIPPERS

1.00 pr.
into
MEN'S

POPLIN

GOWNS

PLASTIC

Many Colors

RAINCOATS

And Styles

1.50

•

PHI:
(

FM-At
Sensati

HATS

1.00

CITIZE
Phone 2707
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y Kyle Vance)
on, Ky. — Citation and
, recent terrors of the
nepv just a couple of
giyaig Pop a. helping
Calumet Farm's fashionoughbred nursery.
Bull Lea, whose name
appears on the sports
w except for mention as
a winner of .a big race.
a is champion daddy of
. No other sire can match
uction of champion sons
ghters. He's king of the
stallion barn, notwiththe presence of his farn-

)11 and Coaltovire were
home from the rates last
ay and put in stud in the
))mpany with Bull Lei,
sin, Faultless and Fervent.

Mennonite farmers from Europe
brothers, Mr. Frank Wood a ii d
Never has such an impreagive
and Canada have followed a num
Mr. Ernest Wood.
lineup of masculine thoroughbred
Mrs. Clyde Hamby and Mrs. migration path since the war, goroyalty been assembled under a
Hue' C. Nuckols attended the ing to the swampy wilderness of
single ownership.
Electrical Craftsmen Banquet, the Paraguayan Chaco.
Actually, Calumet puts the
Saturday night, at the Irvin Cobb
Population experts estimate
same price tag on the stud seri
Hotel, at Paducah. •
there are between 30 and 00 milvices of the two sons that it puts
Mrs. Nettie Ramage, of Padu- lion refugees in the world today.
on those of the daddy. Hut most
cah, was a weekend guest of Mr.
A year is about 11 mIntstem lees
of papa's dates are with Calumet
and Mrs. Harold Wilson, High- than 3654a days long.
broodmares. His stud fee, like
land revenue.
that of Citation and Coaltown, is
$5,000, but Calumet will let him
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Bellies, of
meet another breeder's mare only
Jefferson county, 'were guests of
When it wishes to trade his serMr. and Mrs. Rube McKnight,
Monday of last week.
vices for those of another stallion
with different bloodlines.
Mr. and Mrs. George J. ScranThe stud fee of Sun Again is
ton, of Dearborn, Michigan, are
$2,500 and that of Faultless and
expected to upend the weekend
Fervent $1,500.
with her mother, Mrs. Hugh GoodDespite the price and although
win, Hopkinsville street.
they are untested in stud, the date
Mrs. A. Engelhardt, who has
books of Citation and Coaltown
been visiting Dr. and Mrs. Enare full for the next three years.
gelhardt, returned to Chester, IlEach will be bred 20 to 25 times
linois, Tuesday. She was accomper year. Calumet mares will be
panied by Mrs. Engelhardt.
used in seven matings from each
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pool, of
and the remainder will be sold
Springfield, Missouri, are visiting
to other breeders.
FAMED COMEDIANS TOGETHER FOR FIRST TIME: Buster Keaton (left) and Charlie Chaplin their parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Charlie Pool and Mr. Gordon Glenn and
Big Cy and his illustrious runhave been making movies since the early days of the silent era but not until recently when
ning mate won their stud "mum
of a Mrs. Glenn. Mr. and Mrs. Pool
made his latest picture, "Limelight", did they ever work together. Chaplin plays the role
through their racing records. Cishows were accompanied here by their
London Music Hall comedian with Keaton as his partner and this scene from the picture
tation is the only million-dollar
sonjon Randy.
them making up for a stage appearance. (AP Wire ihoto)
winner in history. He collected
Aar. and Mrs. C./lades McElroy
21,085,760 in race purses although town earned $415,675 despite the
and sons, Bob and Jimmy, of
Inactive one year during his fact he, too, had to be taken out
Hodgenville, visited his mother,
prime with a leg ailment. Coal- of training and didn't race until
Mrs. C. S. McElroy, North Jef(Last Week's News)
he was three.
ferson.
Mrs. George Hunt, of Mayfield,
Mrs. Arney Rawls visited her
Bull Lea, on the other hand,
was a weekend guest of her aunt, brother, Robert Towery, Tuesday
was a comparative washout at
Mrs. Charles Curry.
any, Wednesday at Hopkinsville.
the races. He won a paltry $94,825.
Mrs. Catherine Rosser, of Clin- 'bin and Mrs. Craddock Jaggers
But the $14,000 the late Warren
ton, spent several days this week and family spent Sunday at KenWright paid for him as a yearlwith Mrs. 0. M. Shultz, Hopkins- tucky Lake.
By Oliver C. Allcock
ing quite likely will stand as
villyetreet.
(Soil Conservation Service)
Mrs. Gerald Stewast and Mrs.
the game's biggest bargain.
I/Mr. and Mrs. G. W. McConnell, Virgil Woodall and children spent
There was a meeting of earth
Calumet hasn't completed comof Louisville, are visiting their Friday at Greenville.
pilation of his record as a sire moving equipment operators and parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. McMr and Mrs. J. Black Humfor 1951, but through 1950 his representatives from the board of Connell, Eddyville road, and Mr.
stud achievements numb the ima- district supervisors, the County and Mrs. R. S. Mason, of Eddy- phries, Mayfield, were weekend
visitors of MT. and Mrs. Claud B.
gination.
Production and Marketing Ad- ville.
Wood, of Linwood Farm.
He is sire of the world's leadMr. and Mrs. Fred Foy, of Paministration and the Soil Coning money winner in Citation,
ducah; Sgt. and Mrs. Jack Rodand he is daddy of the world's servation Service at the court- man and children, of Fort Campleading money-winning gelding in house this week.
bell; Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ladd and
Oliver C. Alleock, local soil family, of Mannington; Mr. and
Armed, whose $817,476 makes
him third on the over-all money conservationist, led the discussion Mrs. 'Garland Ladd and son, of
as to how to construct permanent Scottsburg; Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
list.
Through /1
.
950, ten of his sons type soil conservation practices. Morris, of Greenville; Mr. and
Your
and daughters had won more Most of the discussion was about Emmett Word, Miss Nannie Holt,
and Miss Alberta Templeton, of
than $100,000 each. They were Ci- ponds and open ditch drains.
Headquarters
Everett B. Creasey, vice-presi- Princeton, were Sunday guests of
tation, Coaltown, Armed, BeFor
witch, Faultless, Good Blood, Next dent of the County PMA commit- Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ladd, Route 2.
Mrs. W. W. Elliott, of HopkinsMove, Twilight Tear, Two Lea tee, stated that it was necessary
the
assist
for
to
9CS
technician
ville, was a visitor in Princeton
and Twosy.
landowners in laying out perma- Sunday.
?bens 3224
He has had one or snore chamElepkinsville Rd.
nent type practices before PMA
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wood and
pions in every division of racing.
Princeton. Ky.
assistance payments could be Mrs. Gipp Watkins, all of HopThree daughters, Duranza, Twi- made in the 1952
program.
kinsville, spent Sunday with their
light Tear and Bewitch, took filly
The other permanent type
honors as two-year-olds. Citation practices
are contouring, sod
was the champion two-year-old, waterways,
terraces, diversions
as well as king of the two-yearand tile drainage.
old colts in 1947. Twilight Tear,
Also attending the meeting
Two Lea and Next Move won or were M. P.
Brown, Jr., Duke Dashared filly honors in the three- venport, Vernon
Burchett a n d
year-old campaigns. Citation was William R.
George.
crowned champ of allthree- LAND CAPABILITY
MAPS
yoar-olds in 1948, and Twilight
Porter Tayloe, of the Old
Tear took the same title in 1944, Quinn
community, became interbecoming the first filly to win
ested in the soil conserVation disthe honor.
trict program this Week, after inThree sons were handicap quiring about the ways the dischampions, Armed in 1946 and trict could assist farrners with
1947, Citation in 1948 and Coal- th.es soil conservation
problems.
town in 1949. Bewitch (1949) and
He was especially interested in
Two Lea (1960) were champion the land capability map which
handicap mares. Coaltown was the SCS soil scientist prepares for
sprinter of the year in 1948. Twi- the farm. This snap classifies the
light Tear, Armed, Citation and soil and shows the use for which
Coaltown each won a horse of it is best suited and how it can
the year award.
be managed to keep it permanentTo get the full picture of Bull ly productive. The map serves as
Lea's worth as a stallion, how- a basis for developing a sound
ever, you need just one figure. conservation farm program. It is
His sons and daughters through made available to the farmer
1950 had total earnings of $5.- without cost through the local
743,258, which is considerable re- soil conservation district.
turn for a horse bought for414,Mr. Tayloe is chairman of the
000.
PMA committee in District No. 7.
Broken down, the 171 cote; and WORKS FIELD ON CONTOUR
fillies Bull Lea has sent to the
Bob Williams, of Dean Hill
races won an average of $33,586 F a r m, Fredonia community, is
each through 1950.
working a field on the contour,
Bull Lea has produced 141 as he prepares a seed bed for
horses that won one or more race. planting spring oats. The field is
An amazing tote/ of 26 have won now in pasture.
stake races Only 21 cif his 192
Mr. Williams plans to seed ansons and daughters were non- nual lespedeza in the oats. The
starters, and these included 12 oats will be harvested for grain
and the lespecteza for hay. The
two-year-okhi of 195(1.
Nobody around Calumet under-. field is to be seeded to a permastands horse language, but if they ' nent pasturs mixture in the late
could they'd probably get an ear- summer or early fall.
For conserving the soil a good
tut in the stallion barn when Bull
Lea addresses his illustrious sons. pasture is unexcelled.
'You've got your job cut out "The seeding of the sasture is
for you, boys," he probably says, to be done in late summer or
"Let's see if you are half the early fall (latter part of August
or early September) because the
man your papa is."
chances of getting a good surviClarence (Chief) Boston, grid val of desired plants are greater
coach at the University of New at that time. We also will be able
Hampshire, is a member of the to get a small grain crop and a
rules committee of the American hay crop this summer," Mr Williaiyis said.
Football Coaches Association.

There is a former asks.Sleek •
Hawk player in the Raeup Of
every National Hockey League
team.
Tommy Byrne of the at. Louis
Browns is the bases on belle
champ in the American Loom.
In 1961 he walked 150 batters.
Mexico at prevent has 26 states
and three territories.

Soil Conservation
Is Discussed By
farm leader Here

H. C. P'Pool Tractor

And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

Get up, get up and light that
old-fashioned water heater

Dream on„.your electric water heater
has hot water ready and waiting

r. and Mrs, R. S. Gregory, of
Libya is made up of three province s, Tripolitania, Cyrenaica Paducah, were Thursday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Lirrkins.
and Fezzan.

•
•

HOPKINSVILLE

You can sleep...
because your electric
water heater doesn't
For the moss economical electric water hooting
',fries, check your home on the chart below.

-- SEE -

"HER FIRST ROMANCE"
II
With Margaret O'Brien
and Allan Martin, Jr.
el Ili

um se

52 gal. tank
52 gal. tank
66 gal. tank
$2 poi. tank
80 gal. tank
66 gal. tank
BO gal. tank
66 gal. tank
80 gol. tank •(21 52 gal. tanks
SO gal. tank •(2)52 gal. kinks
•(21 52 gal. tanks •(2166 gal. tones

Are you tired of having an old-fashioned water heater regulate your
life? Washday or any other day, an automatic electric water heater
has hot water ready and waiting at any hour.
Nothing to turn on or off — nothing to light once installed, you
can forget an automatic electric water heater.
Isn't this worth a few pennies per day?
See your appliance dealer, plumber or call at our office today.
Get rid of hot water worries forever.
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State
lisreld Parrott, n
Kinglike, Henry Ward,
town folk, Col. Gabreoner of conservation, an- manager of the Brooklya
home
commissi
his
way to look at it is
ere, is • graduate of St Joh
more difficult it may become to But the best
ski wrote Oil City's mayor, Wilnounced.
it ls going to benBrooklyn.
get a new house, the more im- to consider how
liam A. Morchk, and NewspaperLake State Park is a
Kentucky
portant it is to take care of your efit you.
man Norman P. Blizzell, an aptract located on Kenacre
1,400The benefits are fairly certain.
of
Emil (Dutch) Leonard
home.
peal for aid.
tucky Lake 20 miles south
clean-up phase-getting
helped launch a newspaIf you haven't already decided In the
Dam, at a point whore pitcher in the majors, firs;
They
Kentucky
ion of
via Egg- pro ball in 1930 with crnitoc,
this, you've certainly heard a rid of a winter's accumulat
per campaign to accumulate funds
(By Joe Sradia)
U. S. 48 crosses the lake
hazards are
miles The Cub knuckle ballet eta
40
is
it
neighbor say, "I could get a nice rubbish-obvious fire
bridge.
- Efforts of U. S. for the orphanage. The response
Pa.
City,
Ferry
Oil
ner's
when you paint
profit by selling my house now, eliminated. Then
Airmen to brighten the lives of was quick. Food, clothing, mediinspection of from Paducah and Hopkinsville 42 on March 25. lie won 20
an
for
house
duraOpen
the
extend
only
not
you
on.
up,
for Washington in 1939.
but I wouldn't be any better
Korean orphans are mushrooming cal supplies and money began to all of its facilities will be held and 14 miles from Murray.
Here comes the spring clean- I'd have to pay as much to get bility and life of the house, by into a nation-wide drive.
pour in.
Hotel,
Kenlake
the
at
15
definitely
March
you
but
rot,
g
as
preventin
up, paint-up, fix-up season.
another like it. So I might
Nearly $1,200 has been contrib- the new $800,000 hotel at KenIt all began shortly before
"Went to Town" on
increase the value of the home.
You can't say "So what," be- well fix it up."
fa Ga- uted to the Gabreski Fund sponFrancis
Col.
.
Christmas
a
that
you
tell
tucky Lake State Park, the Dibanker will
Any
spring
this
more
about
yank
thing
to
g
nice
Farm Telephones in 1951 „
A
cause it is going
an ap- break', of Oil City, commanding sored by the Derrick Publishin vision of Perks announces.
its sociability. good paint job can boost
A. F. Co. in Oil City. Contributions
S.
U.
51st
opened
the
of
be
officer
will
householders out of their easy clean-up idea is
job
Kenlake
the
The
one with praisal by more than
chairs this year than ever before. You aren't the only
the Fighter Interceptor Wing and one have arrived from Edinburg, Tex- that day for business, and guests
You'll see all costs. And when you fix up
Worth,
aces,
Fort
war
City;
leading
nation's
York
New
as;
the
of
The main reason is all the con- these chores to do.
and
and visitors will be shown
busy, so old place you givKyourself
flicting talk about further curtail- your neighbors getting
out suggested the unit share its Tex.; Alexandria, La.; Kansas through the rooms, lounge, dinlivability
more
family
your
yourself.
for
s spirit with some young City, Mo.; Salisbury, N. C.; Fort ing room and kitchen throughout
ment of new home building. The you won't feel sorry
of the house and a lot more en- Christma
of Communist aggression Sill, Okla.; and various cities in the day until 4 p. m.
joyment than you get with rick- victims
-a group of Korean war orphans. Pennsylvania.
The open house is expected to
ety cellar stairs, over-flowing
Since the drive opened, the Oil attract numerous visitors, because
eaves-troughs or windows and U. N. LENDS A HAND
Gabreski with the help of the City Police Department h as there has been considerable indoors that stick.
Nations Civil Assistance been diverting fines of overtime terest during construction of the
United
several
yard
We raked the
and two Army chap- parking motorists to the fund. hotel, which is regarded as the
Korea
in
to
have
times last fall and now
lains, found the Yeung Joo Chai- About $200 has been collected.
most modern park hotel in the
do it again. But that's the way it
nan orphanage, located in a deIn Korea, the 51st has tabbed nation.
goes. Where all the soggy leaves
caying Buddist monastery near
The hotel was named in a rethe drive "Operations Happiness."
and sticks and general rubbish
attracted 1,398
the ancient walled city of Suwon.
their daily tasks of cent contest which
Despite
come from is not always a mysof
The chaplains are Carpts. Edward
combat sorties, men suggestions. Robert A. Blair,
mounting
tery. The other day the refuse
the name
J. Cleary of Memphis, Tenn., and
of the fighter wing Corbin, first submitted
officers
collector came by with an open
and
Albert .,M. Mattheis of Panama
e.
truck. A blistery wind blew
still have time to bring a little picked by a committe
City, Fla.
The dining room at the new
newspapers all over the neighhappiness to the empty stomachs
Among the orphans they found of more than 200 orphans. hotel also will be opened for busborhood. There's no use worryPlans are to have
d Kim, his face
seven-year-ol
ungarden
or
lawn
a
I.
about
ing
They've begun to rehabilitate the iness March 15.
five-year-old
operation at the
by
bombs;
nd
scarred
year-arou
a
up.
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$1.00

$1.77

MEN'S CHAMBRAY
SHIRTS

25' pair
1.1.1.0.1.1.01.111
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Mi Mi

RAYON JERSEY GOWNS

$1.19

Si

IN MANY STYLES AND COLORS
REGULAR $2.98 AND $3.98 VALUES F°Ir °^IY
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FR
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Shopping Bags

when

80 SQUARE PRINTS
SOLID COLORS
3 yds. for *1
FLORALS NOVELTIES
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Other Special Prices On
SERVE( REFRIGERATORS, WATER HEATERS AND

And Up

Ma
some

$1.98 Values - - - Just

39c ANKLETS

by parents

IN& variety of Models

exciaavely

SPORT SHIRTS

DOMESTIC

accompanied

'irogy and in

DUNGAREES
$1.98
BOYS SIZES $1.79
BOY'S

36 IN. BROWN

children

women's

MEN'S 8 OZ

SLIPS

FREE IIBEAUTIFUL

fur

5 pairs for $1.00

LADIES BEAUTIFUL
LACE TRIMMED

11•111111111111•111

of storage space

SOCKS

SANDALS
Values To $4.98 $1.98 pr.

39c Value

111021111er

Short and Long Length

ADVANCE SALE
CHILDREN'S WHITE

Sizes 32 To 44

wica

MEN'S 29c WORK

LADIES BLOUSES
Many Styles
$1.00

MISSES - CHILDREN'S

Balloons for

ardor in Louisv

2 for $1.00

WE HAVE RECEIVED ANOTHER
SHIPMENT OF

5 yds. for $1.00

•Top burners guaranteed
for file

by. $104.95

vip

pots

•Titanium porcelain finish
foe easy cleaning

•Lois

e298

"DRUID" SHEETS
$2.39
81x99
$2.49
81x108
$1.98
72x108
Cases --- 2 for $1.00

'

•Big cove top with extra
counter space

for big

CIRCULAR PRINT
SKIRTS
$1.98

BROWN SHEETING
9-4 Width ---79c yd.
10-4 Width -- 89c yd.

it
Buy it today...enjoy.
for a lifetime. Our price
means action! See these
features-

•Divided top
and pans

BEAUTIFUL
ORGANDY
PRISCILLA
CURTAINS

Teadi
ce ers Cal
Class Thursd

MEN'S UNDERWEAR

$3.98

GENERAL AUTO SUPPLY CO.

Blackburn, 11

Caldwell County

A - FEW - MORE - EXTRA - SPECIALS - FOR
"PRINCETON'S VALUE DAYS"
$5.98 NYLON SLIPS
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Dead Stock Removed

Southern Rural Telephones
Pass the Half Million Mark

Marginwoo /fret

CLOTHES DRYERS

Both Friday and Saturday - -- Trade With The Store Of Your Choice But

It Would Pay You To Check With Us

Friday.1 Saturday Morning

4

May We Welcome You To Princeton

---
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TRADE IN PRINCETON
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Western Ky. Gas Co.

4

W. Court Square
Phone 3801
Let's Boost and Build Princeton
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(Last Week's News)
Mrs. Glen B. Parker, Kentucky
state co:amender of the DAV
Auxiliary, was a guest of Mr. and
Mrs. John B. 'McDowell, Friday
night and Saturday. Mr. and Mrs.
Parker recently moved to Sanford, N. C., from Outwood, Ky.
The Deborah Sunday School
Class of the Donaldson Baptist
Church held their monthly meeting at the home of their teacher,
Mrs. H. C. Russell, on Route I.
Nine members were present. Mrs.
Hazel Heaton had the devotional
and Mrs. Nines Rogers had charge
of the Bible quiz.
Mrs. Ruth Laughrie and daughters have returned from Georgia
to live at the home of her parents. Mr. Laughrie, a member of
the Armed Forces, has reported
for service in Europe.
aliar. and Mrs. Roy E. Bugg and
children, Martha, Jane and
James, were the weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Logan Bugg.
Sympathy is extended to Mr.
Logan Bugg and family on the
passing of his brother, Hayes
Bugg, of the Walnut Grove community.
The month of March is for the
Red Cross carimaiign. Give generously when you ere asked.
There are many signs of spring
in this community with the
burning of plant beds and purchasing of baby chicks. Spring
can't be far away.
Several around here enjoyed
the Rotary Minstrel in Princeton.
Hats off to a fine performance.
Don't forget the dedication services of the new Sunday school
rooms of the Donaldson Church
on the fifth Sunday of March.

Ispkaggsville
dese
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Farmersville News Job Training Is
A Help To Victim
And The Employer

ength
1.00

ES
exclusively yours

$1.79

Homemakers News
(Last Week's News)
Princeton
T h e Princeton Homemakers
Club met Thursday, February 28,
at the horne of Mrs. Jewell Patterson.
The food leaders, Mrs. Austin
Oliver and Mrs. Jewell Pattersor,
instructed the members in preparing the luncheon. The major
lesson was, "Meat Prejxiration".
The business session was conducted by Mrs. Labe Hogan, Jr.
Mrs. W. H. Ho/sapple gave the
devotional. A report of Farm and
Home Week at Lexington was
given by Miss Wilma Vandiver.
Those attending were Mesdames J. T. Fralick, McKinney
Mason, Labe Hogan, Jr., Austin
Oliver, J. D. Hodge, Jr., W H.
Holsapple, Clyde Fletcher and
Glover Lewis, Jr.
The next meeting will be held
March 26, at 10:00 a. m. at the
home of Mrs. Billie Robinson.

(By Sherry Bowen)
New York — If accident or disease suddenly left you crippled,
how would you feel? What would
happen to your job?
Whether you work for wages,
run a business or care for a home,
that is no idle nightmare
There are about 28 million
people in the United States with
seriou a, permanent handicaps.
And a high percentage of them
are sure they can't work effectively.
"They just don't know," says
Henry Viscardi.
h ey don't
know what they can do."
Viscardi runs an agency in
Bellevue Hospital, New York
City, to get the disabled and jobs
together, called "J. 0. 5."—for
"just one break." With the help of
a committee of top U.S. businessmen he hopes to make the plan
nation-wide.
The idea began with Dr. Howard A. Rusks work in the Air
Force In World War H.
"Let's forget what these men
lost," Rusk said. "Let's find out
what they have." He got hundreds
of men out of bed and on their
feet—sometimes artificial feet.
He knew they could work effectively. But when they tried to
get jobs they were told they
were useless. They came to believe it themselves.
With the end of the war, Rusk
found the war-disabled were
only a fraction of the number of
civilian-disabled. He worked with
Bellevue Hospital, New York

Wm. M. YOUNG

University and The New York
Times to do something about it.
He could said did train people to
use muscles aimt senses they had
and use Them well. But jobs were
still the bottleneck. So he began
M talk to businessmen. And he
got Viscardi to open J. 0. B.
Viscardi, a highly-paid personnel man, took a pay cut to do the
job. Crippled himself, he knew
the problem first hand. Withered
legs at birth made him 3 feet, 8
inches when he was grown. A
series of operations and special
artificial legs added 2 feet to his
height.
Now he works with On. Rusk
and the business committee on a
four-phase program to:
1, Train people to use their assets in spite of handicaps.
2. Analyze jobs and fit people

to jobs.
3. Show employers the handicapped often can outwork normal
people in jobs for which they are
fitted and that they have less absenteeism and fewer accidents.
4. Get the disabled into the
jobs.
One U. S. agency thinks about
two million citizens now getting
public aid because of handicaps
can do useful jobs.
Viscardi knows some of the
agony the handicapped face in
trying to live and work with normal people. And he knows the
special pride they have in doing
a job well. But he tends to sidetrack that phase of J. 0. B. work.
"It costs much less to train people for Jobe than to give them
publie care year after year,' he
says. "And when you free people

from public ear* you also free
those who care for them. It is
only good sense to make an suet
out of a liability."
But he warns that good inten-

YOUR DIME WILL DO
THE JOB IT USED TO DO

Light players who were on the
tions are not enough. You can do
far more harm than good if you roster of the St. Louis Browns
don't know hew.
last November will be with other
The king of Libya rules from teams this spring. They have addtwo capitals, Bengasi and Tripoli. ed seven names since than.
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When You Spend It

For A Delicious Piece of
Pie At CARTER'S

Timm great new Fords are built to 'Say
beautiful with new Coethcraft Bodies
. new Automatic Ride Control ...
and steering that's op to 25% miler.
"Teat Drive" the big '52 Ford and
you'll agree, it's the greatest
low-pricad csar ever built!

Cocoanut, Chess,
Chocolate, Apple and Cherry
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A BIG SLICE FOR ONLY

'Test Drhisi

The Big Nove52
Other Fine Foods And Courteous Service At

Allis-Chimers
Dealer

RANDOLPH MOTORS

Fredesis, Ky.

NIGHT 3495

Phone 2028W. Main

$50 For Your Old Refrigerator

DOG LAW PASSES
The House h a s passed a
strengthened dog law, calculated
to prosnote sheep raising in the
State, by a 54-25 vote. The bill,
sponsored by Rep. William L.
Jones, Princeton Democrat, would
require inoculation of all dogs
against rabies and authorize the
killing of all unlicensed stray
dogs.

FOR TWO DAYS — MARCH 21-22

111101
More than 8 cu ft of refrigerated food-storage
space . . . Pull 14 sg ft of shelf area ..
Plenty big for big families.

Ernie Funk, 21-year-old 6-2
right handed pitcher, is t he
youngest ',Myer on the roster of
the Detroit Tigers. He will be 22
on March 11. He won six games
Toledo
at ,I4
last year and three at
Ted
,
.
1 rt,

DI LUXE!
Packed with food-saving, trouble-saving features . . .'Pm° fruit and vegetable drawers
hold 1,5 bu ... Spacious, deep mbar drawer
. . . Stainless-steel freezer holds 24 lbs of
frozen foods . . . Stainless-steel shelves
Plenty of tall-bottle storage.
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SPECIAL

10 Per Cent Discount On
ALL COSTUME JEWELRY

Take Home A Quart

Hy-Low Frozen Dessert
390
PRINCETON CREAMERY

BEN FRANKLIN STORE

SPECIAL

Specials

Three Gallons Of Gas

Friday — Saturday
March 21 -22

With Grease Job & Oil Change

DENHAM'S JEWELRY STORE

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2142

Wirissis•
A rya
vase !SAS

Phone 2408

Dawson Road

For Bargain Days

hs Outnum
ths In Coun

Ruth Barry Nylonized
PANTIES 3Pr. $1.00

Year By 11
Disease Is M
Caldwell
f Ranks Seco
rdi Here Indic

r

Pink - Blue - Maize - Green Checked

5 POUNDS OF CANE SUGAR

INSURANCE SPECIALS

100

Yesterday - Today - Tomorrow

TERRY CLOTH WASH RAGS

50 each

With $5.00 Order and Up

Limit Five To A Customer

Limit One To A Customer

15% Savings on Fire Policies
10% Savings on Automobile Policies

QUINN'S GROCERY

K. R. Cummins Ins. & Real Estate

Finkel's

Fair

Store

"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"

Phone 2611

COMPLIMENTS
of

TOWERY'S LAUNDRY I

I

616 Goodyear Marathon Tires
ONLY $13.50 Tax Incl.
Plus Your Old Tire

Also Tractor Tire Specials

TWO

DAYS

TWO

ONLY
-

MARCH 21-22

ONLY

DAYS

For Any Make Of Car

STEVENSON PONTIAC

These Greatest Bargain Days In The History

Association Invite You And The Whole Foch-

Of This City Have Been Keeping The Mer-

To Come To Town And Into Their Stores

chants Busy For Weeks Looking For Quality

And See The Many, Wonderful Bargains

Merchandise To Offer You And The Entire

They Have Waiting For You. Many Are Of-

Family.

fering Items Or Services At Cost Or Less
Than Cost. Make Princeton Your Trading

And Save. Don't Miss Out On THE GREAT-

'COMPLIMENTS
of

First National Bank
w

•

OUR SPECIAL FOR
PRINCETON DAYS

This Is Your Opportunity To Buy

EST SALE EVENT OF THE YEAR.
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High and Low Back Styles
ONLY

Town.

FREE PARKING FIRST DAY

FREE PARKING FIRST DAY

Courtesy City of
Princeton

Courtesy City of
Princeton

N. Harrison

Court kluore

Phone 3163

Dial 3115

MARCH 21-22

Members Of The Princeton Retail Merchants

PRINCETON TIRE & RECAPPING CO.
Phone 2819

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 3555

SEAT COVERS

PRINCETON

E. Market

Phone 2055

W. Shepardson
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When You Buy Tried and
Tested Stock Company

DONALD DUCK
COMPLIMENTS

Five Large Cans Of Orange Juice

$1.00

Bodenhamer Dry Cleaning

HANDY FOOD MARKET
Phone 2548

of

Dial 3711

204 E. Main

South Harrison

PLAY SAFE — SEE US!

Hunts Peach Preserves
190

John E. Young Ins. Agency

RED FRONT STORE

Insurance From Us —
You Always Get A Bargain.

Dial 2620
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BARGAIN DAY SPECIALS

Your Old Range Is Worth
10 Per Cent

On Any TAPPAN Range

BIG 8.2 Cu. Ft. INTERNATIONAL
REFRIGERATOR

YOUR SAVING---$ 30.00

FREE

Complete Chassis
Lubrication With
Each Oil Change

ALSO
10% Discount On All Seat Covers Purchased Or
Ordered On Princeton Days . . . Installation
FREE

ROWLAND MOTOR CO.
Phone 3075

S. Jefferson
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Fine China Table La

COMPLIMENTS

Regular Price(1952 Model)$264.95
Princeton Days Price — — $234.95

WESTERN KY. GAS CO., INC.
Phone 3801
W. Court Square
"Let's Boost And Build Princeton"

AM

Only $3.65

of

Kentucky Utilities Co.

pourene i as much.

Complete with shade. Note All th
feature.. .. usually found in lamps
ed 2 to 3 times more! Don't ink%
..TODAY
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(Convenient Terms)
Dial 3661

COLEMAN - DUNN CO.
Phone 2095

122 W. Main
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Furniture Dealers — Funeral D'
"44 Tears Of Dependable Service"
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SALE DAYS SPECIAL

We Have On Sale A Number Of
Attractive Dresses.

COMPLIMENTS OF

Mark Cunningham,

Regular Price: $14.95 & $12.95
Special Price: Only $8,95

Insurance

These Are Garments That Will
PLEASE YOU

Phone 2210

SULA & ELIZA NALL

111 West Market

PRINCETON DAYS SPECIAL
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Two 12 Quart Heavy Galvaniz
Pails for
$1.
JOINER'HARDWARE CO.
"Your Red Spot Paint Headquarters'
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